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Editor's Note 

This is a new feature that will appear in each issue of the Nevada Historical 
Society Quarterly. It will provide a little information about what appears inside 
its pages/ or a little infonnation about the journal itself or the historical society/ 
and sometimes all of these. It is designed to make your experience as a reader 
easier/ and to keep you up-to-date on what is going on around here. 

This issue includes two articles on very different/ very significant subjects in 
Nevada's history. The first of these is on the corulections between Abrahalu Lin
coln and Nevada. This year Iuarks the bicentennial of Lincoln's birth, celebrated 
with- literally- shelves of new books and articles on the sixteenth president. 
Lincoln had a significant ilupact on Nevada, as if the state's nicknan1e gave no 
hint of that. But his impact actually proved even greater than many realize. 
The purpose of this article is to examine that. 

This editor's note also provides an opportunity to tell you something about 
how our journal operates and to offer a disclain1er. When an author submits 
an article/ 1 read it as editor-in-chief to decide whether it should be sent to 
referees-almost always/ two people with some expertise related to the article's 
subject. This is typical of scholarly journals. In this case, however/ the author 
submitting the article was the journal's editor. Therefore, our managing editor/ 
Mella Rothwell Hann.on, sent it to two referees who nlade comn1ents on what 
the article said and a recoluluendation as to whether to publish it. Then, I re
vised it and sent it back in. All of this is a normal process/ but it luight interest 
readers to know that the editor does not get preferential treatIuent! 

The other article in this issue is by Dennis McBride, who is familiar to 111any 
students and teachers of Nevada history as a walking and talking encyclopedia 
of the history of Boulder City and Hoover Dalu. Happily, Dennis also is turning 
his attention to other significant aspects of the Nevada experience. His subject 
is a too often ignored subject: The state's gay community. Through research 
in primary and secondary sources and interviews/ Dennis tells a fascinating 
story that helps us better understand Nevada/s people and how attitudes 
change- and son1etin1es do not change. Much of Nevada's history has been 
the subject of too little scholarly research, but that is especially true of what the 
British scholar Eric Hobsbawlu called the "history of society." What the rich 
and powerful have done is inlportant and needs further study, but that is also 
true of lesser-known Nevadans without money and power. 



As usual, this edition also includes inforn1ation about new acquisitions 
as well as book reviews. In the future, we plan several thematic issues that 
we think you wil1 .find different and enjoyable. We always look forward to 
hearing froln our readers and welcome submissions of articles or ideas for 
articles. Please feel free to en1ail Ine at michael.green(~!)csn.edu. Thank you, 
and happy reading! 

Michael Green 
Editor-in-Chitf 



Abraham Lincoln, Nevada, and 
the Law of Unintended Consequences 

MICHAEL GREEN 

The three most-written-about figures in history are Jesus Christ, Willianl 
Shakespeare, and Abraham Lincoln, and historians have consistently ranked 
Lincoln as the n,ation's greatest president. So, it is no surprise that the two
hundredth aluliversary of Lincoln's birth, on February 12, 2009, has inspired 
a national bicentelu1ial COlll.lnission that includes many of the leading Lincoln 
scholars, admirers, and popularizers; the publication of an estimated sixty 
major books on Lincoln; and new docurnentaries and a variety of celebrations 
and analyses of his importance. Adding to the interest has been the election as 
president of another lanky Illinoisan with a fad lity for handling the language, 
along with his selection of his main rival for the nOlllinatiol1, a senator from New 
York (in 1860, William Henry Seward; in 2008, Hillary Clinton), as secretary of 
state. Indeed, Barack Obama stated that his post-election reading list included 
Lincoln's writings, and comparisons between the two politicians have been 
inevitable. These events are a reminder of the Pulitzer Prize-winning historian 
David Herbert Donald's observation that every generation of Americans devotes 
considerable effort to ligetting right with Lincoln." l 

Michael Green is a professor of history at the College of Southern Nevada and the 
editor-in-chief of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly. 

The author wishes to thank the following for their COll1ments on this article: Jerome 
E. Edwards/ elneritus professor of history at the University of Nevada/ Reno; ric N. 
Moody, interiIn director of the Nevada Historical Society; and Yanek Mieczkowski, 
professor of history at Dowling College in Oakdale, New York. He also would like 
to thank Mella Rothwell Harmon, the managing editor of the Quarterly. Because he 
is the editor, the author withdrew from any role in the process of publication, and 
Mella had to take on added chores, in addition to the countless others she performs so 
cheerfully and superbly. 
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The reasons for this interest are understandable. Lincoln wielded a pen like 
no president before or since. He led the nation-· indeed, did a great deal to instill 
the concept that the United States was a nation and not individual states that 
caIne together- during what has been called Uthe central event in the An1eri
can historical consciousness." At the end of the Civil War, assassination lnade 
hiIn a lnartyr. And his life is full of the kinds of contradictions that appeal to 
anyone interested in a story: He was born in a log cabin and capitalized politi
cally on his roots, yet he joined the lnore elite political party and lnarried into 
an upper-crust falnily; he opposed slavery and was advanced in his thinking 
for his time, yet by modern standards his racial views are uncolnfortable; he 
spoke of his lnelancholy yet is remembered more than any other president for 
his sense of humor; he becalne the Great Emancipator yet faced criticisnl from 
radical Republicans for n10ving too slow1y and from conservative Republicans 
and Dernocrats for l110ving too quickly.2 

But Nevada has special reasons to be interested in Lincoln. Scholars of Lin
coln and the Civil War are familiar with the cOlU1ections between the president 
and the "battle born" state, so named because it won statehood in 1864, during 
the war. They may be less falniliar with how lnuch Lincoln actually affected 
Nevada's development. Their intertwined history provides a study of how 
Lincoln influenced an individual state, and how his political acumen, ideology, 
and policies had intended and unintended consequences that shaped Nevada 
and the West long after John Wilkes Booth fired the fatal shot on April 14, 1865. 
Those consequences resonate today.3 

TTTE MAKTNG OF A TERRITORY 

Before the Civil War and before Nevada existed in its present name and 
forn1, the area had become part of the fight over the protection and expansion 
of slavery that defined Alnerican politics in the 1850s and reaniInated Lin
colnls electoral career. What is now Nevada became part of the United States 
when Congress accepted the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo of 1848, ending the 
Mexican~Anlerican War. The COlnprolnise of 1850 set up the state of California 
and the new territories of Utah, induding most of present-day Nevada, and 
New Mexico, which included Arizona and Nevada's southern tip, and thus 
Las Vegas and its surrounding hinterland.4 While sparsely settled and hardly 
rising to the level of controversy and in1portance associated with Kansas and 
Nebraska when Congress created thelTI as territories in 1854, Nevada, too, was 
caught in the ll1aelstrOll1 over spreading slavery into new territories during 
the 1850s. When Monnons built a trading post in the Sierra Nevada's eastern 
foothills, they attracted fellow church members, ranchers who sought to sup
ply the store with goods, and lniners going to or from California. The three 
groups proved incompatible. Pleased at the lack of interference fron1 Salt Lake 
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but fearing a theocratic future, non-Morn10ns petitioned Congress to carve a 
new territory out of western Utah in 1853. When that effort failed, they called 
for Congress to add their region to California, but to no avail. Not only did 
Congress face more important issues, but its Inembers also had no desire to 
add to the controversy over slavery by creating a new territory in an area that 
seemed to require no immediate attention.s 

Two events, lmrelated at the tin1e but eventuaJJy inseparable, combined to change 
the area's fate and future from its status as part of western Utah to that of Nevada 
Territory. The first, in 1859, was the discovery of the Comstock Lode, which gener
ated hundreds of millions of dollars in gold and silver over the next two decades 
and created not only new wealth, but also newly wealthy, powerful figures who 
were to shape the developlnent of Nevada, Inining booms inside and outside of 
the state, and the West itself. The second was Lincoln's election in November 1860 
and the southeln response to it. When seven southern states seceded by Febnl
ruy 1861, all of their senators and representatives withdrew from Congress. Their 
departure removed as an obstacle to forming a new territory the issue that had 
contributed to the failure of the effort in 1853: The expansion of slavery westward. 
Most northern Democrats had fallen into line behind Senator Stephen Douglas of 
illinois in supporting popular sovereigntYt and southerners had either acquiesced 
in Douglas's prclnise or demanded that new territories accept the arrival of slaves 
as they would any other property. Republicans had insisted on keeping slavery 
out of new territories, and with the most ardently pro-slavery southenlers gone, 
the party that was about to control the White House had a freer legislative hand 
during President Jan1es Buchanan's finallnonths in office than it had ever known 
before. On March 2, 1861, Congress approved and Buchanan signed enabHng acts 
for the new territories of Nebraska, Colorado, and Nevada.6 

Two days after the birth of Nevada TerritorYt Lincoln took the oath of office. While 
Nevada was hardly a priority-after all, the matter of Fort Slunter needed tending 
to-it 'was indeed a consideration. Even before entering the White HOLlse, Lincoln 
faced a phalanx of jobseekers, and patronage problen1s plagued him throughout 
his presldenCYt but especially in its early months. When his appointee as Ininister 
to England, Chru'les Francis Adams, voiced horror at finding Lincoln Inore excited 
about finding a new Chicago postInaster than Ineeting hjm, the incident bespoke 
Lillcoln's need to fi11 govenllnentpositions--and, in Nevada's case, to fill the posi
tions that would create a govenllnent. As goven1or of the new territor)', Lincoln 
appointed a veteran New York politician who had been part of the '-ffiti-slavery Re
publican machine operated by Williall1 Henry Seward and his dose ally the Albany 
Evening Journal editor Thurlow Weed. Although it came after he had applied for a 
variety of other patronage jobs, James Nye's appoinbnent was to prove fortuitous 
for Nevada and the Union, and influential? 

Janles Warren Nye brought several in1portant attributes to the job of territorial 
governor. As did Lincoln, he had both a strong sense of humor and a strong sense 
of right and wrong. He had adn1inistrative experience as a police commissioner 
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Jan1es Nye, Lincoln's choice as Nevada's territorial governor. Photographer unknown. 
(Nevada Historical Sociehj) 

and as an officer in the state lnilitia. He also had a long record of opposing slavery. 
After arriving in the new territory and organizing the legislature, he delivered his 
first lnessage. It is an irony, in light of Nevada's future, that he called on lawmakers 
to prohibit ganlbling- and, in a harbinger, lost that battle. Another lost battle was 
his delnand that Nevadans al10w blacks to testify in court cases involving whites 
and to intennarry, with a declaration that to do otherwise would be i'behind the 
Spirit of the Age"- at a tUne that Lill.cohl had yet to take steps toward clnancipation 
or anything resembling equal jus-tice under the law for blacks.R 
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For Nye to take that position was poHtically risky, because he hoped to 
become a United States senator. That required not only popular support 
from a territory whose nascent political culture placed no emphasis on racial 
egalitarianism, but also the territory's achievelnent of statehood. While Nye 
visited Washington to lobby on Nevada's behalf, the citizens of his territory 
went forward in 1863 with a constitutional convention without congressional 
authorization. The constitution they wrote failed to win ratification, but not for 
lack of federal approval. Rather, its policies taxing mining property at a rate 
higher than corporate executives preferred, as well as putting the constitution 
to a vote wi th a slate of candidates for state offices/ proved too controversial 
for Nevadans to stomach.9 

By early 1864, Nevadans wanted to try again, and Congress wanted them to 
try again. On February 21, Senator James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin introduced 
an enabling act to allow Nevadans to take the steps to achieve statehood. Al
rnost in1n1ediately, they scheduled a new constitutional convention. The second 
constitution strongly resembled the first, except this tilne it taxed lnining at a 
rate lower than other property and went before the public for a vote without 
a slate of candidates_ On Septelnber 7, 1864, Nevadans overwhelmingly ap
proved their proposed state constitution.10 

That constitution reflected how Lincoln, his party, and the war they were 
fighting were reshaping American notions of governance and nationhood. With 
southerners clailning the right to overturn the result of a presidential election 
and clain1ing state's rights, Nevadans readily acknowledged the superiority of 
the federal governlnent. Not only did they agree to cede to the federal govern
Inent any unclaiIned land- in the end, approximately ninety percent of what is 
now the state of Nevada, and a source of controversy in Nevada to this day-but 
they also wrote into their constitution a paramount allegiance clause: 

All political power is inherent in the people. Government is instituted 
for the protection, security and benefit of the people; and they have the 
right to alter or refornl the saIne whenever he public good lnay require 
it. But the Paramount Allegiance of every citizen is due to the Federal 
governn1ent in the exercise of all its Constitutional powers as the same 
have been or may be defined by the Suprelne Court of the United States; 
and no power exists in the people of this or any other State of the Federal 
Union to dissolve their connection therewith or perform any act tending 
to in'pair, subvert, or resist the Suprelne Authority of the government 
of the United States. The Constitution of the United States confers 
fu 11 power on the Federal Government to rnaintain and Perpetuate its 
existence, and whensoever any portion of the States, or people thereof 
attempt to secede from the Federal Union, or forcibly resist the Execution 
of its laws, the Federal Govenunent Inay, by warrant of the Constitution, 
employ armed force in compelling obedience to its Authority. 
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As Congress stipulated in its enabling act, Nevada also prohibited slavery
after the issuing of the Emancipation Proclamation of January 1/ 1863, but before 
the Thirteenth Amendmen t's passage on January 31, 1865.11 

The Nevada Constitution and the debates over it also reflected other effects 
of the Civil War and the Republican party. Just as the war and its exigencies 
expanded government power and corporate entities, the framers of Nevada/ s 
Constitution grappled wi th the question of just how much to encourage similar 
growth in private enterprise. After a sometiInes heated debate, and despite lob
bying, they decided against funding subsidies for the transcontinental railroad. 
But a111id an economic downturn and after a previous draft of a proposed state 
constitution failed in part over the issue/ they a.greed to provide special tax 
status to lnining corporations. And, as torn as Republicans had been between 
fOrIner Jacksonian Democrats advocating limited government and onetime 
Whigs supporting more federal activism/ Nevadans took the more Whiggish 
(and Republican) position of banning state bank notes.12 

Nevadans nlailed their constitution to Washington, D.C., to be accepted, but 
it still had not arrived as the 1864 election approached. With the opportunity to 
influence national events slipping away, N ye ordered the document telegraphed 
back east at a cost of 1110re than $4,000, a record for its tilne. The Nevada Con
stitution arrived at the State DepartInent and went to Lincoln for his signature. 
He signed it on October 31, 1864. Just as he had chosen the Inen to set up the 
new territory's governn1ent in 1861/ he approved the Union's thirty-sixth state 
three years later.13 

The circumstances of Nevada's admission were unusual/ especially consider
ing the involvement of a president with legal ability and scruple. Nevada fell 
short of the population requiren1ent of sixty thousand that the Land Ordinance 
of 1785 stipulated, although that seemed a lninor point in an era in which Lin
coln and both his political friends and foes were debating the right to suspend 
the writ of habeas corpus and the constitutionality of such antislavery actions 
as the Confiscation Acts and he Emancipation Proclamation. For Lincoln, 
however/ reading the law broadly was nothing new. As a Whig, and then as 
a Republican, he had read the Constitution lnore broadly than his Jacksonian 
Democratic counterparts. Also, one other state entered the Union during the 
Civil War: West Virginia, carved out of Virginia only after much soul-searching 
in the White House and a request from Lincoln that lnembers of his Cabinet 
submit opinions on whether he had the authori ty to erect a new state from land 
belonging to a state that, for legal purposes, the Lincoln government described 
as remaining part of the United States, although it was then engaged in an 
insurrection. As with West Virginia/ Nevada reflected what Lincoln had told 
Congress on July 4/ 1861/ in the wake of Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney's rul
ing against his suspension of habeas corpus in Ex Parte Merryman: "[A~]re all the 
laws but one to go unexecuted and the Government itself go to pieces lest that 
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one be violated?" Whatever the Ineaning and iInpact of Nevada's statehood, it 
symbolized the more elastic interpretation of the Constitution that Republicans 
had subtly supported in their campaign platfonns and their policies, and the 
constitution that Nevadans wrote reflected the changing ideology and sense 
of nationhood of Lincoln and the Republican party.14 

LINCOLN, STATEHOOD, AND THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT 

But as is the case of so much of the literature on Lincoln's life and times, the 
meaning and iInpact of Nevada's statehood has been part of a historiographical 
debate that illuminates evolving perceptions and information. A Lincoln scholar 
and Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial writcr, F. Lauriston Bullard, argued in the 
American Bar Association Journal in 1940 that Nevada entered lithe Union under 
emergency conditions .... The vote of at least one additional state was believed 
to be necessary for the abolition of slavery, and Congress hurried forward its 
adnlission in order to lnake sure of three more electoral votes for Lincoln's 
second term." But why Nevada and not another territory such as Nebraska or 
Colorado? Bullard assessed the reminiscences of Charles A. Dana, Edwin M. 
Stanton's assistant in the War Departlnent. A longtime newspapern1an, Dana 
had been Horace Greeley's deputy at the New York Tribune before the war and 
the editor of the New York S·u.n afterward. According to Dana, Lincoln worried 
about the closeness of the House of Representatives vote on the enabling act for 
Nevada's statehood and authorized Dana to prolnise patronage appointments 
to three Den10crats in return for their support. Given the ease with which the 
enabling act passed, Bullard voiced doubts that Dana had his story straight.15 

Instead, Bullard pointed to Lincoln's perceived need for three additional 
electoral votes for his re-election. He cited accounts in New York and Boston 
newspapers predicting how Nevada would vote-and a newly admitted state 
with a thoroughly Republican govenlJnent seemed unlikely to back Lincoln's 
Democratic opponent, General George McClellan, in the 1864 presidential elec
tion. Bullard clllphasized two itenls in Lincoln's papers. One was the '/blind 
Inemoranduln," written late that summer/ in which he required all of his Cabi
net ministers to sign a piece of paper that proved to be a promise to work 'with 
his successor to save the Union if Lincoln lost his bid for re-election, which the 
president then considered probable. The other was a list that Lincoln made of 
how each state 'would cast its vote/ adding up to a 117-114 victory in the Electoral 
College. Someone else-Bullard credited Major Thomas Eckert, the head of 
the War Departn1ent's telegraph office- added three from Nevada to the 117/ 
giving Lincoln a slightly safer 120-114 majority. Bullard also made use of the 
diaries of Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles and Attorney General Edward 
Bates, both of whom reported that Seward had tried to persuade Lincoln to 
proclaim Nevada a state on Septeluber 30. But Lincoln had declined because 
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the secretary of state based his request on Nye!s notification that Nevadans had 
ratified their state constitution-not the document itself, which remained en 
route. Not until after Nevada had telegraphed its constitution to Washington, 
D.C., did Lincoln sign the proclamation, on October 31, 1864- just in tilne for 
the state to vote in the presidential election. "For three reasons the admission of 
Nevada cwas prolnoted by President Lincoln," BuJlard wrote,"and all three were 
war measures: To ensure the adoption of the abolition resolution in Congress, 
to obtain a precious cluster of votes for the President in the Electoral College, 
and to supply one more ratification for the abolition amendment.,,16 

One of the godfathers of the Iinew western history," Earl P0111eroy, published 
one of his first journal articles in 1943, three years after Bullard's, on Nevada's 
statehood and the Thirteenth Amendment. While Bullard suggested the pos
sibility, Pomeroy argued lnore strongly that Dana conflated the events of March 
1864, when Congress considered the enabling act for Nevada and two other 
territories! and January 1865, when Lincoln and Seward strained every nerve 
to win the two-thirds majority needed in the House of Representatives to send 
the Thirteenth Amendll1ent to the states for ratification. At that point, Lincoln 
and Seward had twin 111otivations: The House's failure to pass the alncndment 
the year before, which they would prefer not to see repeated, and their realiza
tion that Congress would not meet again until December 1865, long after they 
hoped that the war would be over and SOlne constitutional anlcndment would 
be required to deal with the slaves who had been freed under the Emancipation 
Proclamation or had run away fronl their masters as the Union Army advanced 
through the South. 

Pon1eroy also saw another set of players in the decision ll1aking. "Though 
Nevada happened to be the only new western state of the Civil War years, the 
adn1ission of new states had attracted interest and suspicion among Repub
licans,1I he wrote. When Lincoln sought West Virginia's admission in 1862, 
radicals in Congress saw it as an effort to reduce legislative power for the 
executive branch's benefit. By contrast, conservatives questioned the constitu
tional scruples of such a move and suspected radicals of driving the lnovement 
for statehood. Whoever bore responsibility for the thirty-fi fth state, Pomeroy 
detected a radical role in creating the thirty-sixth: Since the original enabling 
act might have kept Nevada from voting in the presidential election! Pomeroy 
reasoned, Republicans in general and radicals in particular simply took advan
tage of an opportunity to expand their party's number in Congress and in state 
offices. Radicals also may have hoped, as JanlesAshley, one of their number and 
the chainnan of the House Committee on Territories! suggested, "to establish a 
new principle of the admission of States ... negativing/ so far as J could in the 
enabling acts, the old idea of State rights/' both to assure the loyalty of future 
states and to set a precedent for the returning states of the seceded South. But 
POlneroy saw no reason to credit Lincoln with any special interest in guiding 
Nevada to statehood. "17 
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These interpretations have resonated with historians since. Neither of the 
two recent full-length studies of the 1864 election refers to Nevada in the context 
of its statehood or the Thirteenth Amendment. The leading nlodern biography 
of Lincoln follows the lead of Bullard and POlneroy. "Though it was clear that 
the election was going to be a very close one, Lincoln did not try to increase the 
Republican electoral vote by rushing the admission of new states like Colorado 
and Nebraska, both of which would surely have voted for his reelection," David 
Herbert Donald wrote. liOn October 31, in accordance with an act of Congress, 
he did proc1ailn Nevada a state, but he showed little interest in the legislation 
admitting the new state." He added a foohlote describing Dana's c1ailns and 
quoting Pomeroy's arguluent that Iithere is no reason to suppose that Nevada 
was a favorite project of Lincoln or that he viewed it with great warmth./I In 
his outstanding history of the Thirteenth Amendment, Michael Vorenberg sup
ports his predecessors, but adds that "some people recognized early on that 
Nevada's adlnission would aid the amendnlent," citing a Nevadan's letter to 
Representative Elihu B. Washburne of Illinois and the notoriously unreliable 
memoirs of one of Nevada's first United States senators, William Morris Stew
art. In one of his many studies that argue convincingly in favor of Lincoln's 
political sagacity, Lincoln Forlun founder Frank Williams cites both Dana and 
Pomeroy, supporting the historian over the politician-journalist. "As Pomeroy 
indicated, Lincoln would have been in favor of Nevada's admission, regard
less of whether that state might help ratify the amendment. It would support 
his reelection and increase Republican strength in Congress/' Williams wrote. 
"Moreover, the merits of adlTlitting Nevada, for the sake of the amendlnent, 
Lincoln's reelection, and the Republican Party, were fairly well known in spring 
1864. If Lincoln did press for Nevada's admission, he was not showing much 
lTIOre foresight than others in his place would have shown." Indeed, the only 
recent study that lends any credence to Dana's argument misidentifies him as 
the Massachusetts attorney and author Richard Henry Dana, misstates how 
quickly Nevada became a state after the exchange between Lincoln and Dana, 
and fooblotes Carl Sandburg, who also believed Dana's account and published 
his version of events 111 ore than a decade before the Bullard and POlneroyarticles 
corrected the infonnation that Dana provided. 18 

Scholars of the Nevada experience have generally followed the lead of the 
historians of the Civil War who have addressed the statehood issue. Writing 
in the 19305, the pioneering Nevada historian Effie Mona Mack took Dana's 
story at face value, and she continued to do so even after Bullard and espe
cially POlneroy debunked it. Russell Elliott, the longtime dean of Nevada 
historians, posited that Lincoln supported statehood in hopes of obtaining 
the two-thirds vote needed for the Thirteenth Amendment to pass the House, 
while Republicans in Congress, especially radicals, wanted Nevada's support 
against Lincoln's moderate reconstruction policies-and the party ·sought an 
additional Republican state ou t of fears that a close presidential election might 
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wind up in the House, where each state would have one vote and the addition 
of a Republican delegation might prove crucial. The nlost recent textbook, by 
the Nevada historian James W. Hulse, argued that "President Lincoln and the 
Republicans were in political trouble" and accordingly approved legislation for 
three territories to seek statehood, but only Nevada completed the process.19 

More specialized studies have tended to echo these other scholars rather 
than staking out ground of their own. David Alan Johnson's path-breaking 
work on politics and state building in California, Nevada, and Oregon duly 
noted Bullard and Pomeroy but added a supporting declaration from Senator 
John Ccnmess, an Irish inlmigrant to California who shifted from the Demo
crats to the Union Party, a fusion group that supplanted the Republican Party 
so that Democrats who supported the war could abandon the Copperheads 
who opposed it. A newspaper in Gold Hill, the sister city to Virginia City, the 
"Queen of the Comstock," quoted COluless a month before the enabling act 
passed as saying, "Her votes are wanted here," and "every loyal man awaits 
her admission"- suggesting the possibility of more interest in Nevada's state
hood among national leaders than earlier scholars had thought.20 

As in many other cases when historians debate Lincoln's motives and actions, 
black and white all too often obscure the shades of gray. Historians who dis
agree with the interpretation that Lincoln paid any attention to Nevada's drive 
for statehood tend to dis)11iss the idea ou t of hand because they doubt Dana's 
accuracy and see no evidence in the record. That Dana confused the events of 
March 1864 and January 1865 seems indisputable, but Lincoln scholars have 
not been alone in their occasional tendency to question the value and veraci ty 
of oral history and InelTIoirs until they find material that suits their purposes. 
Historians also carefully evaluate records for corroboration or the lack of it, 
and what scholars think about Lincoln's li fe has changed in response to further 
study: Rodney Davis and Douglas Wilson examined the extensive interviews 
conducted by Lincoln's longtime law partner, William Herndon, which earlier 
Lincoln experts had dismissed, but they found Herndon's work to be a treasure 
trove of helpful information about hiIn. While Dana was wrong about hjs dates, 
other evidence could suggest that his basic point was correct.21 

..istorians have cited an additional reason to doubt Lincoln's interest in 
Nevada's statehood: His refusal to accede to Seward's wishes that he approve 
statehood without having the constitution in hand. This is easily countered. 
First, whether Seward pushed hinl that hard is open to debate: The two sources 
for this story are the diaries of Welles, an old Jacksonian Democrat who often 
wound up on the saIne side as Seward on the issues but despised hjln for his 
old Whig attachlnents and his slipperiness, and Bates, who shared Seward's 
Whiggery but none of his personal or political savoir-faire, and who took a 
far narrower view on most constitutional issues than Lincoln and Seward 
did. While DanaI s reminiscences are inaccurate, Welles and Bates also filtered 
events through their own perceptions. Second, judging Seward's motives is 
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difficult. Just as Lincoln could be, as Herndon described hiIn, "'the most shut
l1louthed man/' Seward hated to comInit hilnself on paper-his letters are 
replete with allusions to important events, followed by the declaration that 
what he knew was too important to be put on paper and therefore he would 
discuss his information in person with the recipient of the letter. But since Nye, 
Nevada's territorial governor and would-be United States senator, had been 
part of his political Ina chine in New York and he had had a great deal to do 
with Nye's appointInent to Nevada, Seward presumably would have wanted 
his friend to advance politically. Statehood would have contributed to that 
advancelnent- and, in the process, to Lincoln's re-election and possibly the 
success of his policies.22 

How these Inotives would have affected Lincoln, given that he knew Seward 
to have become one of his most loyal supporters and that the secretary of state 
had beco111e his closest friend in the adlninistration, is unknowable, but both 
men shared a deserved reputation as brilliant politicians. One of the keys to 
success in politics lies in knowing when to be reckless and when to be cautious. 
By September 30, when the Cabinet meeting took place, the Democrats had, as 
Lincoln predicted, taken the contradictory, potentially fatal step of nOlninat
ing a war candidate (General George McClellan) on a peace platfonn; General 
Willianl Tecumseh Shennan had captured Atlanta, providing Lincoln and the 
Union with a badly needed military conquest; and General John C. Fremont 
had agreed to abandon his quixotic third-party campaign for president. All 
of these, taken together, meant that Lincoln had less cause for concern abou t 
his prospects than he had when the drive for Nevada-and Nebraska and 
Colorado- statehood had begun earlier in the year. And less than two years 
before, Lincoln had pursued statehood for West Virginia on far more question
able constitutional grounds than those surrounding Nevada/s possible admis
sion as a state. While Lincoln had demonstrated a willingness to stretch the 
Constitution's limits w·hen necessary, the necessity in this case seelned to have 
subsided. Yet when Nevada's constitution finally reached the State Depart
lnent on October 31, Lincoln and Seward wasted no tilne approving it, enabling 
Nevada to vote the next week.23 

Understanding Lincoln's-and, to a lesser degree, Seward's-political acu-
111en is crucial to understanding why, indeed, Nevada's statehood lllay have 
111attered lnore than recent historians have believed. The list of projected votes 
within Lincoln's papers, showing a narrow electoral victory with Nevada's 
three electoral votes added, is instructive. The president and those around him 
realized that the election could prove close. Given what is known about hi1n 
as a political operator, especially when he was in Illinois, and his relationship 
with Seward, it strains credulity to think that Lincoln had not considered every 
possible electoral angle- or, if he felt that the war dernanded his attention, 
that Seward had not done so and acted as his proxy. One of those angles was 
the Electoral College, and the list of states and votes delnonstrates Lincoln's 
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consciousness of it. Even if no evidertce exists to prove that Lincoln hastened 
or supported Nevada's statehood, alnple evidence exists to prove that Lincoln 
was the kind of politician who would have been aware that the creation of a 
new state w'ould help his chances. To dism.iss the possibility out of hand be~ 
cause of Dana's faulty rncmory is to misunderstand Lincoln's shrewdness and 
his ideology of prollloting freedom and union, while assuring hilnself and his 
party of the power to prolnote theln.24 

The passage of the Thirteenth Amendlnent presents a similar problem and 
suggests a similar solution. In that case, Dana's recollections-placed in what 
is probably their correct context in early 1865- would be in league with the 
accounts by Vorenberg and such earlier historians as Jolul and LaWanda: That 
Lincoln, Seward, and Ashley used lobbying, patronage, and perhaps even brib
ery to secure the two-thirds nlajority that approved the measure on January 31, 
1865. Indeed, Thaddeus Stevens, the radical Republican frolll Pennsylvania, 
observed, "The greatest measure of the nineteenth century was passed by cor
ruption, aided and abetted by the purest rnan in America." One of the melnbers 
of the two-thirds majority backing the alnendment was Henry C. Worthington, 
whom Nevadans had elected as their lone representative in 1864 when they 
voted a straight Union Party ticket. They did so because they had approved 
a constitution that included a required provision: "That there shall be in this 
state neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in the punish
nlent for crimes, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted. I

' In 1861, 
before Lincoln had taken office, Republicans in Congress had seen no need to 
stipulate that territories would have no slavery, since they would be appoint
ing the officials who would make the policies governing the territories. But 
by 1864, they had enough experience with power to want to specify their goals 
and enough of a desire to end slavery that they would require a new state to 
accede to that dernand.25 

Those experiences had included legal questions about the status of seceded 
states. While the radical Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts propounded 
a theory of "state suicide," in which those states were rendered territories for the 
federal government to control as it wished, Lincoln won considerable support 
for his argument that they remained states in the Union. In this way, Lincoln 
sought to deny the validity of secession and blunt the possibility that foreign 
nations would recognize the seceded states as a newly created Confederate 
republic. Lincoln had based his support for the Thirteenth Amendlnent in 
part on his understanding that the Elnancipation Proclalnation was an action 
of a commander-in-chief during wartime that might not pass constitutional 
muster with the United States Supreme Court, which had barely upheld the 
Union government in wartilne cases. Three-fourths of the states had to ap
prove a new constitutional an1endment, and Lincoln knew that how many 
states existed in the Union ren1ained open to question. Given that Lincoln had 
pressed for the amendlnent to be part of the Union Party platform in July 1864, 
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and then pressed even harder for its passage in January 1865, the issue clearly 
was on his Inind. Statehood for Nevada- and, if they availed themselves of 
the opportunity, for Colorado and Nebraska- would help turn the amendment 
into a reality, both with its one vote in the House of Representatives and with 
its role in ratification.26 

In discussing Nevada statehood, historians long have argued that both Lin
coln and radical Republicans hoped for congressional support from Nevada's 
two United States senators and its representative as they sought to reconstruct 
southern society in the waning days of the Civil War and afterward. Lend
ing added credence to this theory is the role of radicals in creating territories. 
While a Wit?consin conservative, James R. Doolittle, introduced the enabling 
act for the territories to beconle states in 1864, the Ineasure went to the Senate 
Committee on Terri tories, chaired by Benjanlin F. Wade of Ohio. The debate of 
that February 24, when the Senate considered the bill to adlnit Nevada, shows 
Wade, as was his wont, ilnpatient to move forward and opposed to amending 
what had en1erged from his comInittee. While Lincoln worked well with some 
radicals, his relationship with Wade often had been contentious. As chairman of 
the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War, Wade helped Lincoln pressure 
slow-moving generals, but he also interfered with Lincoln.'s handling of other 
commanders and often expressed contempt for Lincoln and his leadership. If 
Lincoln hoped for Nevada's support, the chances are equally good that Wade 
looked to Nevada to hew to the radical line, either in the presidential election 
or on Reconstruction, or both.27 

The other melnber of Congress linked to Nevada's statehood was another 
Ohio radical, Representative James Ashley. Unlike Wade, Ashley actually had 
worked well, or at least cordially, with Lincoln. But while Ashley proposed 
reconstruction legislation more moderate than hit? Ohio colleague's and closer 
to Lincoln's wartime vision of how to restore the South to the Union, he also 
Ifhoped to engraft black suffrage onto the malleable state constitutions of the 
South"-a step that Lincoln had yet to take, although he had been tnoving in 
the direction of supporting black su ffrage, at leat?t to SOlne degree. The com
bination of his managenlent of the Thirteenth Alnendment and the Nevada 
enabling act suggests that he, too, could have linked these measures, if only in 
his own mind. In turn, Lincoln has earned enough of a reputation for political 
caginess to suggest tllat he could be equally capable of linking those lneasures 
and those t11en.2R 

None of these scenarios has the benefit of proof, an elelnent that also links 
the characters of Lincoln and Nevada. Neither of theln easily revealed or re
veals secrets, whether, as in Lincoln's casel out of a preference for sHe lce or, as 
in Nevada's case, because its history is replete with the kinds of political cor
ruption and organized crime involvement that rarely show up in writing or in 
collections of personal papers. But students of Lincoln have a long history of 
extrapolating details of his life frOIn unusual sources. To paraphrase Richard 
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Current's title, "the Lincoln nobody knows" remains a rich trove of possibilities, 
an.d the Lincoln everybody knows was capable of the political maneuvering 
that ·would have guided Nevada to statehood, or at least supported it, for the 
sake of his re-election, the passage of the Thirteenth Arnendlnent, the future of 
Reconstruction, or some combination of these. To rule out a role for Lincoln in 
the absence of incontrovertible evidence would be as unwise as claiming that 
he was the sole motivating force. To do either is to nlisunderstand the 111an and 
the politician, and to deny that historians have 11lade assertions with far lnore 
certitude and far less proof.29 

NEVADA AND "TTlE GREATEST NATION OF THE EARTH" 

In the words of the historian Heather Cox Richardson, "Trying to recreate 
a 1110re extensive and prosperous version of the antebelluln world of independent 
indjviduals fro11l whjch they camel the Republicans instead set the stage for an 
entirely newl industrial America.11 ·While the necessities of fighting a civil war 
made possible n1uch of the change that Republicans sought, they had articulated 
this vision in their party platfonns of ·1856 and 18601 calling for a transcontinental 
railroad and a h0111estead act to help frun1ers settle the West. The Thirty~seventh 
Congress, 111eeting froln 1861 to 1863, huned these proposals into legislation that 
Lincoln signed into law. Their rnotivations varied. SOlne rooted these policies in the 
free-labor ideology that Eric Foner linked to slavery and the cause of the WaI, and 
that Gabor Boritt saw as the central economic tenet of "Lincoln's American Dream." 
Other business-nlinded Republicans east and west may have seen pure profitability. 
During the war, Thaddeus Stevens suggested another reason by linking economics 
and expansion when he said, "We must either agree to surrender our Pacific posses
sions to a separate elnpire or unite them to the Atlantic by a permanent hjghway of 
this kind. The R0111ill1S consolidated their power by building solid roads fron1 the 
capital to their provinces.1I30 

As a territory and as a statel Nevada was one of those provinces, and it felt 
the effects of the ideology of Lincoln and his party, directly and indirectly, at 
the tilne and long afterward. While the H011lestead Act had no discernible 
i11lpact on Nevada's econolny or polity, the Morrill Land Grant College Act of 
1862 had a delayed effect that revealed an essential Republican contradiction. 
The measure per111itted states to sell public lands to fund institutions of higher 
learning. Two years later, the Nevada Constitution included a provision for 
"the establishment of a State University which shall e11lbracc departments for 
Agriculture, Mechanic Arts, a.nd Mining,'1 which confonned with the Morrill 
Act. But whlle Lincoln and his party affected Nevada's approach to higher 
education, they concomitantly limited it: With Nevada conceding nearly ninety 
percent of its available land to the federal governmentl the new state lacked the 
funding base for a college that qualified under the Morrill Act.31 
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Eventually, though, this Republican program lnade higher education in N'e
vada possible. In 1873, the state legislature approved a plan for a university 
in Elko, which won the prize and opened the school the next year, because the 
larger c0111}nunities of Reno and Carson City split the vote, and the governor 
at the time was an Elko County rancher, Lewis R. Bradley. The Reno Evening 
Gazette later said that to call it a university was lias appropriate as to call a 
canoe a nlan-of-war," since it served mainly as a college preparatory school, 
but it moved to Reno in 1886, cOlnplete with a school of mining, one of the 
lnechanical arts required under the Republican-driven Morrill Act and the 
Nevada Constitution.32 

The Pacific Railway Act influenced Nevada and the West even more, in ways 
that Republicans hoped and in ways that they doubtless never would have 
imagined- or, presumably, wanted to imagine. After the House and Senate 
passed the bill easilYI Lincoln signed it into law on July II 1862. At the time, the 
Ineasure was unique in two key ways. The Union Pacific, which would build 
west fronl the Missouri Rivel~ would be a public-private partnership, while 
the Central Pacific, building east from Sacramento, was a private corporation, 
essentialJy in the hands of four Inen: Charles Crocker, who would superintend 
the construction; Governor Leland Stanford of Ca1ifornia; and the businessmen 
Mark Hopkins and ColJis Huntington. And the federal governlnent provided 
a series of subsidies to the railroad builders: Public land for a right of waYt 
five alternate sections per mile on each side of the track, and loans through 
thirty-year bonds at six-percent interest of $16,000 to $48/000 per Inile of track. 
Eventually, Republicans in Congress voted about $60 million in Joans and forty
five Inillion acres of land to the two Jines- and about five 111il1ion of those acres 
were in Nevada, Inaking the railroad the second-biggest landowner in the state, 
behind the federal government.:33 

For Republicans, this federal support nlerel y began a long cOlnmihnent to 
tying railroads to the gospel of prosperity throughout the country, but it also 
shaped western and Nevada political econonlY for the rest of the century-and 
beyond. Historians of the Gilded Age point to such urban political machines as 
the Tweed Ring and Tanlmany H,all, and to the railroad's power in California, 
as exemplifying the political corruption of that era. But they would do well to 
consider Nevada. From its founding, it has been lnostly a one-industry state. 
Until 1931, the mining industry on the C0111stock Lode in Virginia City's envi
rons and in south-central (the gold and silver booms in Tonopah and Goldfield) 
and eastern (the copper boom in White Pine County) Nevada predolninated. 
This createdl in essence, a company state. Then, as the Nevada historian Wil
bur Shepperson put it, Uthe legislature set in nl0tion the process whereby the 
cOlnpany merely changed hands/I; by lnaking Nevada the only state in which 
gambling was legal, it thus made Nevada dependent on galnbling-or, to put 
it more accurately today, with sorne form of gambling now legal in forty-eight 
states, on the tourism industry.34 
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But in the nineteenth centurYt while mining corporations and their operators 
dominated Nevada politically and econolllicall)" they did so in tandeln with the 
Central Pacific Railroad's owners. The COlTIstock's leading .figures in the nine
teenth century were WillimTI Sharon, who came to Virginia City as the represen
tative of the Bank of. California and ended up saving the cornpany from dissolu
tion, and the "Silver Kings," mining operators John Mackay and James Fair and 
stockbrokers Jmnes Flood mld William O'Brien. As with then1, the 1110tivations 
of Crockel~ Hopkins, Huntington, and Stanford were clear: To avoid having to 
repay any federal and state loans, and to avoid subjecting theJl1selves to federal 
or state taxation or regulation that they deemed onerous. Success required then1 
to win support fron1 politicians whose votes could cost them money and editors 
whose publicity could harm their efforts at co-option.35 

Their methods varied. The Central Pacific played an important role in urban
izing Nevada by creating or expanding the COlnlTIUnities of Reno, Witulernucca, 
Elko, and Carlin- setting a precedent to be followed later when the Union Paci.fic 
and its parh1el~ Senator WillialTI Andrews Clark of Montana, needed a division 
point for their railroad from Los Angeles to Salt Lake City and started the town 
of Las Vegas. They also becan1e powers within those cOlnmunities, sometiInes 
dictating municipal operations. Railroad executives throtlghout the counhy were 
liberal with the use of passes on their lines for politicians and editors whose favor 
they reasonably could expect in return. Their lobbyists exerted considerable 
power in state legislatures, both legally and illegally-as Henry M. Yerington, 
who represented the Virginia and Truckee Railroad in Carson City, Nevada, at
tested in 1879 that 

during every Nevada legislature since 1869 bills have been introduced 
to regulate freight and fares, and J11any other Inatters connected with the 
working of railroads in this state, 1110St of them have been of a blackmail
ing character requiring Coin to prevent them from being introduced or 
to get out of the road after introduction. This Co. has put up the Coin in 
large stuns every session and the result has been not one bill inimical to 
railroads has been passed during all these years.36 

More important, Central Pacific executives joined with mining executives to 
playa crucial role in determining who represented Nevadans in the state leg
islature, and, in turn, in the United States Senate. Only as of 1940 did Nevada 
finally have two United States senators who owed their prosperity and election 
to something or SOlneone other than the mining industry. But in representing 
l11ining interests, they also stood for what the railroads wanted. The first senator 
elected from Nevada, WilliatTI Morris Stewart (1865-1875, 1887-1905), had been 
a luining lawyer who served on cornmittees related to mining and railroads. 
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"Stewart js a trump and no mistake," Huntington told Hopkins; and a week after 
the driving of the golden spike at Promontory, Utah, in 1869, Huntington wrote 
to Crocker, "Stewart leaves here this week for California and you must see him 
and let hiin into SOlne good things in and about San Francisco. He has always 
stood by us. He is peculiar, but thoroughly honest, and will bear no dictation, but 
I know he 111USt live, and we lnust fix it so that he can 111ake one or two hundred 
thousand dollars. It is to our interest and I think his right." And later, HWltington 
told Stanford, "I have agreed, -with your consent, that the Southern Pacific Railroad 
Conlpany will give Willianl M. Stewart fifty thousand acres of land of the average 
quality of the lands along the line of the road, say on the first two hundred Illiles. 
He will select SOl1le person to whoni the land is to be conveyed.// When Stewart 
returned to the Senate after a twelve-year absence in 1887, l-us canipaign t11anager, 
Charles C. "Black" Wallace, had doubled as the Central Pacific's resident agent 
for Nevada. Wallace shepherded hiin through that election and two subsequent 
ones with a combination of their own guile and his enlployer's Inoney, liberally 
dispensed al1long legislators who supported not only Stewart, but also legisla
tion that the railroad supported. Nor was Stewart alone: His colleague fronl 
Nevada, John Percival Jones, ml independently wealthy mine owner, hoped to 
develop land in southern California and needed a railroad to accomplish that 
goal. The Central Pacific needed Jones's vote on a bill to help it with its debt, 
and Huntington offered Jones bonds in a related company, the Southern Pacific. 
Afterward, Huntington wrote, "Jones is very good nahued now, and we need his 
help in Congress very Inueh, and I have no doubt we shall have it.//37 

Stewart and Jones were not unique, in Nevada or elsewhere- and, as Hun
tington's correspondence suggests, Stewart also retained an independent streak, 
or at least thought that he did. But successive generations of senators and 
representatives fronl Nevada who sought to protect 111ining mld then gambling 
fronl interference found themselves in an anomalous position. Guarding against 
federal power that tnight hamper their state's prosperity led them into alliances 
with like-minded menlbers of the House and Senate. Fellow westerners shared 
their desire for Ininers and ranchers to control their own fate even before the 
Sagebrush Rebellion of the 1970s and 1980s materialized; thus, westerners who 
tended to support Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal had no use for the Taylor 
Grazing Act of 1934, which they viewed as undue interference with the ranching 
industry. But they also found support for their professions of state power and 
independence a1nong southerners who also hoped to avoid legislation that inter
fered with state's rights- specifically, civil rights. It strains credulity to think that 
Republicmls planned to create the South and the West as they eventually would 
exist, but the party's actions helped to shape their futures--and, coincidentally, 
helped to bring then1 together to fight the kind of expansive federal governlnent 
that Republicans of Lincoln's era had supported.38 
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Without the generous terms of the Pacific Railway Act and subsequent bills, the 
Central Pacific l11ight still have become a dominant political force. But without that 
help, 'whether the Central Pacific would have needed to be so dominant a political 
force is 1110re open to question. During the Civil War, Republicans saw the oppor
tunity to pass the legislation that they had long deemed necessary to prol11oting 
economic and geographic growth, in the process bringing prosperity to a region 
whose availability for free labor had been the key to their party's creation. 

What Lincoln would have Inade of this can only be conjectured. Even those 
who subscribe to David Herbert Donald's description of him as I'a Whig in 
the White House," maintaining his old party's belief that the executive branch 
should defer to the legislative, agree that he took a great interest in the plans 
to build the railroad. I-iow l11uch was ideological and how lnuch was due to 
his background as a surveyor is also open to question. In the wake of Lincoln, 
an old surveyor, poring over n1aps, evaluating gauges, and helping to expand 
the railroad!s subsidy by including the Sierra Nevada foothills as part of the 
1110untain range- despite a California Supreme Court opinion to the contrary
Representative Aaron Sargent of California mused, II Abraham's faith l110ved 
mountains." Historians often shape Lincoln into a capitalist or a laboring man, 
a radical or a conservative, to fit their views. But Lincoln left a long record of 
supporting business while endorsing those who would contain it, arguing, 
"Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital. Capital is only the fruit of la
bor, and could nc:ver have existed if labor had not first eXisted." As adept as 
Lincoln was at political galneSll1anship, the corruption of state legislatures and 
Congress to which the Union Pacific and Central Paci6c contributed would 
have been more than he could have stonlached.39 

THE LAW OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES 

Not that Nevada was the first or last thing on Abraham Lincoln's lnind, 
although the possibility of the latter exists. One of his last conversations was 
with Schuyler Colfax, the speaker of the House of Representati ves, who planned 
a trip to the West Coast. According to Colfax, Lincoln told hil11, 

J have very large ideas of the mineral wealth of our nation. I believe 
it practically inexhaustible. It abounds aH over the western country, 
from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, and its developlnent has 
scarcely commenced .... Tell the miners from me that I shall promote 
their interests to the UtI110St of 1l1.y ability, because their prosperity is 
the prosperity of the nation; and we shall prove, in a very few years, 
that we are, indeed, the treasury of the world. 
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And Nevada's new United States senator, William M. Stewart, claimed 
that he brought a friend to lneet Lincoln at the White House, but the president 
informed him that he had an engagetnent that evening at Ford's Theatre, so 
he should bring back his visitor the next day.4o 

Those are anecdota I examples compared with the broader possibilities and 
ironies. Whether Lincoln actually supported Nevada's statehood-and, if so, 
why-probably can never be known without additional hard evidence. What 
relnains, then, are relniniscences and oral traditions of the sort that historians 
routinely use or discard according to additional corroboration and their own 
best judgments. That th.e power and ideology of Lincoln and his party helped 
shape Nevada and its state constitution, and the governlnental system of which 
they were a part! isindisputable. Nearly a century and a half after Lincoln.'s 
death! Nevada seenlS an unlikely candidate for consideration as a shining bea
con of his inlpact: Lincoln hardly conten1plated a tourist econolny catering to 
hedonistic pleasures and entertainn1ent cOlubined with a dependence on the 
federal government for the availability of land and defense projects. 

Lincoln and Nevada also represent the West, but in untraditional ways. As 
Colfax wrote, "In precisely the saIne sense in which we say the child is father 
to the n1an, the Abrahaln Lincoln of the Western prairies was the father to the 
President Lincoln of the White House." Lincoln represented the West of Fred
erick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis! of equality and opportunity that Inade 
possible his rise fro In failed storekeeper to president, and also the West of 
Patricia Lilnerick's land of conquest, cxernplified by his support for the Whig 
party's program of internal inlprovelnents to lnake the 'West more accessible 
and profitable-a progralll that ultimately became part of the Republi.can plat
£orn1. As president, Lincoln supported policies toward Nevada and the West 
that promoted the building of a railroad that created and expanded ci ties and 
linked the previously unconnected in a chain of developlllent-just as Nevada 
was growing during the Civil War and would continue to grow long afterward 
through a series of boomtowns that served a nlining and ranching hinterland. 
·While the West's lInage suggests hardy souls tilling and toiling in the soit the 
path that Lincoln took- froln rural to urban and farnling to law wi th the growth 
of his COlnInunities of New Saleln and Springfield-is shnllar to that of many 
westerners of his time and since who have engaged in one of the great migra
tions in Arnerican history. Not only has Nevada been at the forefront of that 
lnovelnent as one o£ the fastest-growing states of the post-World War II era. 
It also is atnong the 11lost urban states, with ninety percent of its population 
residing in the Las Vegas and Reno-Carson City metropolitan areas! thanks in 
part to the railroad construction that Lincoln and his fellow Republicans encour
aged, and thanks in part to the kinds of econOlnic freedoln and expansion that 
Republicans saw as vital to the nation's growth and developrnent.41 
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Lincoln and the Republicans of his era could no more have envisioned the 
state that Nevada has becon1C than could Inany Nevadans of lTIore recent 
vintage. But reflection on Lincoln's impact had become a national habit even 
before his bicentennial. Nevada was and is the "battle born" state, and owes its 
origins to Lincoln and those around him. Indeed, Lincoln's effects on N"evada 
go well beyond a piece of paper that he signed on October 31, 1864. As in so 
many other ways, he is with us still. 
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DENNIS McBRIDE 

Tn 1983, the Reno gay activist Fred Schoonmaker and his partner, Alfred 
Parkinson, conceived a series of efforts to establish a gay town in Nevada. 
They naln.ed the settlement Stonewall Park for the 1969 New York City riots 
that had lnarked the beginning of the fight for gay equality. Social and legal 
discrimination against gay people in Nevada had reachE_d such a pitch by the 
early 1980s that luany in the state believed the only way they could survive 
was to segregate theluselves from the straight population. 

Nevada had never been an accepting home for lesbian, gay, bisexuat and 
trans gender (LGBT) people. The state's sodonlY law- Nevada Revised Stat
utes section 201.190- had been used to repress, harass, and prosecute gay men 
since the territorial legislature adopted it in 1861. Despite recornnlendations in 
the 1970s to repeal 201.190/ the legislature instead refined its language against 
gay people and increased its penalties.1 Several challenges to the statute's con
stitutionality were unsuccessfu1.2 Nevada's Daly v. Daly case terminating the 
parental rights of a lnale-to-female transgendered parent in the 1980s was a cir
cus of bigotry cited J11any times afterward in legal proceedings as bad case law. 

Dennis McBridct born in Boulder City, Nevadat is curator of history and collections 
for the Ncvada State Museum, Las Vegas. McBride is the all thor of more than a hundred 
articles on Nevada hjstory, as well as several books, including Building Hoover Dam: An 
Oral History of the Great Depression lwith Andrew Dunarl; In the Beginning: A History of 
Boulder City, Ne'lJada; Midnight on Arizona Street: The Secret IIistory of the Boulder Dam Hotel; 
and Hard Work and Far From Home: The Civilian Conservation Corps at Lake Mead, Nevada. 
He has appeared in dozens of television documentaries about Hoover Dam, on whose 
history he is considered the foremost authority. "Stonewall Park" is adapted frol11 hjs 
latest book, Out of the Neon Closet: A IIistory of Gay Las Vegas, in which McBride traces 
the dcvelopl11ent of the gay community and political activis.m in the Silver State. Neon 
Closet is currently searching for a publisher. 
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Fred SChOOnIl1akel~ c. 1950. Photographer unknown. (Fred Schoonnzaker Papers, 
GI BT Historical Society) 

Daly tainted sinli1ar cases until it was overturned in 2000.:1 The popular Reno 
Cay Rodeo, established in 1976, grew to include participants from around the 
world, yet the event annually drew such ire from religious and political conser
vatives in northern Nevada that it was driven from the state in 1987.4 Finally, 
after the AIDS epidelnic appeared in Nevada in 1983, gay people infected wi th 
the virus found then1selves fired froll1 their jobs, evicted froln their hOllles, and 
shunned by their families. Even uninfected gay peop]e faced open hostility.s 

If there had been a gay comll1unity in Nevada at this tilne, gay people might 
have found political or social strength against discrilnination or at least a wel-
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coming shelter. Conlmunities require shared geographic, politicat sociat and 
cultural ties, a sense of having a separate and distinct identity within a larger 
culture. A century of fear instilled by section 201.190! howevel~ had retarded 
developnlent of such ties and distorted gay people's sense of identity. While 
gay comnlunities thrived in several western cities and there were stirrings of 
community in Las Vegas, with its larger, nlore urban population, Reno's gay 
conlmunity was restricted to a few bars, the Silver Dol1ar Court organization, 
the Reno Metropolitan COlnlnunity Church, and the gay rodeo. Political influ
ence and social recognition did not exist. 

Nevertheless, SOlne gay people in Nevada worked toward equality by chal
lenging the sodonlY law, establishing publications and organizations! or living 
openly in the straight cOlnmunity. Others, including Schoonmaker! Parkinson, 
and like-nlinded friends, believed the only way they might be safe was to physi
cally segregate thenlselves fron1 the straight population in a place like Stonewall 
Park. Schoonnlaker's response to Nevada's institutionalized repression was 
understandably etnotional, and the inlpassioned rhetoric of his interviews! 
press releases, and correspondence resonated with other gay Nevadans who 
felt similarly besieged. While his efforts to establish Stonewall Park were sin
cere! that they were driven strictly by enl0tion made them impractical and, in 
the end! disastrous. 

A segregated C0111111unity for gay people was not a new idea. Schoorunaker 
likely had been aware of, perhaps even irlvolved with, the Los Angeles Gay 
Liberation Front's (CLF-LA) project in Alpine County in northern California. 
In the SU111111er of 1970, the GlF-LA anll.ounced it was rl10ving 479 gay people 
into northern California's tiny Alpine County-ten lniles south of Lake Tahoe
where they would take over Markleeville, the county seat, and establish a gay 
COln111Unity with "a gay governnlent, a gay civil service rand] the world's first 
museum of gay arts, sciences! and history, paid for with public funds." The 
proposal shocked California! s government and brought a lot of publicity to the 
GLF-LA. Whether the Alpine County venture was serious or a publicity stunt 
was never cleal~ and it died for lack of support in the gay conllnunity- but it 
was the kind of endeavor Schoonnlaker would gladly have joined.6 

In a Novenlber 1984 newspaper article, Schoonmaker revealed his elaborate 
dreanl. "Developers envision ... a casino, tennis courts, spas, condominiums 
and single-faniily hOlnes," the story read. The article also noted Schoonmaker's 
caution in selecting a site: "He and others involved with the project have agreed 
to build it outside of Washoe County because they don't think the [county] 
cOlnJnission's pro-growth attitude would favorably outweigh what they feel 
is an anti-gay attj tude."7 Schoonnlaker c1ainled his idea for Stonewall Park 
caIne from a comlnent Alfred made one SUlluner when they were discussing 
the difficulty of their life in Reno as an interracial gay couple-·· Fred was white, 
Alfred was African-American. Schoonnlaker yearned for a place where they 
could live freely and Si111ply as who they were. Parkinson said, "Well, if you're 
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Fred Schoonmaker in Idlewild Park, Reno, c. 1964. Photographer unknown. 
(Fred Schoonmaker Papers, GLET Historical Society) 

ever going to find a place like that, you're going to have to build it yourself." 
SChOOllJnaker said his obsession was born at that moment. 

Privately, Fred adn1itted wanting to establish a segregated gay community 
for Alfred. Schoonmaker's friend, Ted Tucker, an internal auditor for Holiday 
Inns in Reno whom Fred Inet in Septen1ber 1983, recalled long conversations 
where Fred said that Alfred ilneeded SOlneone to take care ofhilu," and would 
need "a safe and peaceful place" to live after Fred was gone, since he expected 
Alfred to outlive hiIn.8 Another supporter of the Stonewall Park idea, Margue
rita "Stormy" Caldwell, remembered Alfred as mentally challenged. Alfred 
was also much bigger physically than Fred and protective of him, so that the 
two had a mutually dependent relationship. iI Alfred took good care of Fred," 
Caldwell said. ilBut he was a little bit slow so Fred always took care of Alfred. 
Whatever Fred wanted, Alfred would try to do."9 

Schoonmaker was a single-minded, idealistic advocate of gay causes whose 
understanding of oppression was born when he 'was a gay teenager in the hills 
of West Virginia. Unable to accept being gay, two of his friends, sixteen-year
old boys, killed thelnselves.w Rodney Sun1pter, the Reno attorney, who served 
as Stonewall Park's counsel, recalled Fred telling hi III stories of his sarne-sex 
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communal living experiences in San Francisco during the 1960s. liThe idea 
of a gay commune was probably not as foreign to hiIn as it might appear to 
sonleone like lne, who's a little more mainstream," Sumpter said. "1 want to fit 
into society just like everybody else. I don't want to be set apart as a gay man 
and to [found a segregated gay town] 1 think would just further isolate people 
being gay. It might Inake you a target."n 

Fred had moved back and forth between Reno and San Francisco since about 
1964, and around 1974, while living in San Franciscol he met Alfred. In 1978, the 
men opened two ice cream and sandwich shops on Church Street and Fulton 
Street called Munchkin's. Alfred hand-churned gallons of fresh ice cream each 
day and the businessl according to Fred in later interviews, was very successfuL 
So successfut in facti that their landlord doubled the rent; litigation ensued, and 
in 1982 Fred and Alfred lost the business- If swept away by a greedy straight 
landlord, and an equally greedy gay friend/ Fred wrote in 1984.12 

Bankruptcy papers filed on May 24, 1983, howeverl suggest that Munch kin's 
was less successful than Fred claill1ed. He filed no tax returns in 1981 or 1982; 
the Internal Revenue Service file liens against the property; and by the tilne 
Fred filed for bankruptcy, he had sixty-one creditors. In his typed comments on 
the bankruptcy formsl Schoonlnaker c1ailned his employees embezzled, stole 
valuable artworkl and "seized possession of the business premises, fixtures, 
equipmentl and trade value."13 The loss of.Munchkin's cemented Fred's sense 
of betrayal and suspicion of straight people and of gay people who exploited 
tlleir own conln1unity. He later projected this sense onto the various failures of 
Stonewall Park, blalning those failures not on his own unreasonable idealism 
and lack of business aCUDlen, but on exploitative individuals and Nevada's 
hotnophobia. He was not entirely incorrect. 

By the tilne of Munchkin's bankruptcYI the couple had Inoved to Reno. 
Schoonmaker worked as a waiter and cashier in the steak house at the Circus 
Circus Hotel and Casino, while Alfred was a pastry chef at the Eldorado Hotel. 
It is an irony that Schoonmaker would have chosen one of the most hOlnopho
bie places in the West to establish a gay town. Reno in the 1980s, was a dismal 
place to be gay. Nevada's sodomy law Inade private consensual sex between 
smne-gender persons a felonYI and anyone who acknowledged being gay was 
assumed to have "committedll sodomy and then accused of a felony. "GaIning 
regulations prohibited anyone who was even presumed to have cOlnlnj tted a 
felony from working in casinos handling Inoney, cards, dicel liquor, and so on," 
Tucker said. "You could not be openly gay and have a decent job at a casino. 
Professionals kept their mouths shut. If they went to the bars at all, then they 
parked blocks away, watched over their shoulders, and used the back doors." 
Gay bashing was comtllon.14 

Establishing Stonewall Park wou ld require support £rOIn local gay peoplel 
especially professionals with money and skills. he best way to reach then1, 
Schoonmaker believed, was through a publication. The only such publication 
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Fred Schoonmaker and Alfred Parkinson, c. 1970s. Photographer unknown. 
(Fred Schoonmaker Papers, GLBT Historical Society) 
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Fred Schoonmaker and Alfred Parkinson as a gay Anlerican Gothic, c. 1970s-80s. 
Photographer unknown. (Fred Sc1wontrlaker Papers, GLBT Historical Suciety) 
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in Nevada then was the Nevada Gay Times (later known as the Bohemian Bugle 
and the Las Vegas Bugle), the newsletter of Nevadans for Human Rights in Las 
Vegas. Fred failed to interest that publication in expanding its distribution to 
Reno, even though he offered to underwrite costs. In the end/ Fred decided to 
publish his own paper through a sole proprietorship he nan1cd the Lavender 
Press. He put together a prototype to sell advertising and in September 1984 
began publishing Reno's first gay magazine, known first as Gay Life Reno and 
then as Gay L~le Nevada (Septelnber-Novelnber 1984), later as Gay Life (December 
1984-July 1985), and, by August 1985, as Stone'l,oall Voice. At first Fred meant it 
only to be the vehicle to publicize Stonewall Park, although it soon developed 
into Reno's only source of gay news and becalne one of the area's earliest steps 
toward establishment of a viable gay con1munity. Tucker provided both Inoney 
and editing expertise. IS 

Tucker also introduced Schoontnaker to Rodney Sun1pter. Fred had no 
nloney or assets to start his Stonewall Park project, Tucker said, so nobody 
would give or lend hi1n anything. Further, Schoonmaker had Iino experience 
in real estate developlnent and no political power to get around the anti-gay 
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Fred SchoOlunaker and Alfred Parkinson at one of their Mlu1chkin's shops in San Francis
co, c. 1981-82. Photographer unknown. (Fred Schoonmaker Papers, GLBT Historical Society) 

forces prevalent in Nevada then. Fred knew how to sell his ideas and how to 
negotiate, but he did not understand anything financial./I Sumpter was willing 
to help Schoonrnaker set up the financial infrastructure for Stonewall Park. He 
rented space to Fred that carne with some secretarial support, use of a confer
ence room, and a photocopier; because no printer in Reno would print Stonewall 
Voice, Fred did it himself. Fred gave SUlnpter ads in Stofltnuall Voice, in return 
for which Sumpter provided pro-bono legal work. SU111pter becaJne one of the 
first professionals in Reno to corne out of the closet and, despite warnings to 
the contrary, his business flourished. 16 

Schoonmaker and Parkinson Inet two other early allies through Ston.ezDall 
Voice. Pamela Dallas, a trans gender Reno native, wrote a COltllnn :for Stoneuulll 
Voice called IILocal Lesbiana./I She helped build 'Fred's fund-raising database 
and eventually donated $18,000 of her own money. StornlY Caldwell had been 
in the Reno area since the early 1960s and Sumpter persuaded her to write a 
coltunn on what it was like to be gay in the "old/l days. When she met Fredl his 
drive and vision ilnpressed her. "He wanted so much for the gay community/' 
she said, "and he was willing to fight for it. He was so charisrnatic that you 
couldn/t help but join hhn! With Fred's enthusias111, nothing was inlpossible. 
I was willing to work with hhn all the way."17 
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One of those Fred first approached for n10ney to fund Stonewall Park was 
the retired librarian Roy Bakel~ who not only becan1e a financial backel~ but 
relnained a close friend. If They asked me if I could donate $15,000," Baker said. 
If I don't know where they got the idea that I had that kind of money because 
I don't talk about it to people. I did give them several thousand dollars [be
cause] T thought [Stonewall Park] was a wonderful idea. At the time, I thought 
it wou ld work." 

Exactly what Stonewall Park ought to be was settled during long conversa
tions between Schoonlnaker and Tucker. Understanding that Stonewall Park as 
Fred imagined it was impractical because it had no econolnic foundation; Tucker 
suggested establishing the community as a residential resort project to provide 
both a tax base and jobs. If Fred and I finally reached an agreement," Tucker 
said. "I would help him build his project if he would give lTIe exclusive rights 
to the project's casinos. My plan was to sell or license to an existing gambling 
establishment who would build the facilities." Tucker had considered taking 
rig11ts to establish a brothel since prostitution was legal in lTIOSt of Nevada's 
rural counties without discrilnination by sex-in fact, same-sex prostitution 
"was already happening at the Mustang Ranch just east of Reno." The spectre 
of AIDS, however, lnade the possibility of brothels at Stonewall Park a long 
shot, so Tucker settled for casinosY:{ 

Schoonlnaker made three atten1pts to establish Stonewall Park in Nevada-
first on 116 acres of sage scrub in Silver Springs, Nevada, 30 miles west of Fallon 
in Lyon County; then in the ghost town of Rhyolite, 120 miles north of Las Vegas 
in Nye County; and/ finally, at the foot of Thunder Mountain in Pershing County 
near Imlay and Mill City. Each attelllpt would end in disappointment. Some of 
the blame lay with Schoonlnaker, some with the intolerance he encountered. 

SILVER SPRINGS 

In the fall of 1983, Schoonlnaker and Slunpter filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to establish a publicly traded corporation for Stone
-wall Park. The SEC, however, required that an investn1ent banker underwrite 
Stonewall's stock offering. IflInagine a Wal1 Street firnl in 1984 underwriting a 
dream in the desert for a gay C01TI1Uunity," Tucker said, Ifwithout a Single pro
fessional or experienced person involved except for Rod, and not one cent of 
capital."19 Instead of a public corporation/ Schoonmaker incorporated Stonewal1 
Park Association/ Inc. (SPA) as a private corporation with thirteen directors-· 
hin1self and Alfred; their friend Walter Ferguson, a San Francisco real estate 
agent; Sumpter, Tucker/ and Caldwell; and a number of friends, co-workers, 
and business acquaintances from California and Reno. Schoonmaker also es
tablished the National Association of Lesbians and Gays (NALAG No.1) as a 
sole proprietorship to serve as the fund-raising and publicity agent for SPA. In 
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Stonewall Park Association, Inc. stock certificatet 1984. (Special Collections Department', 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas) 
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August 1985, Schoonmaker changed the name of his magazine from Gay Life to 
Ston.ewall Voice to reflect its new role as the "Official Publication of the National 
Association of Lesbians and Gays"; this was also the last issue published.20 

In an April 1985 editorial in Gay Life, Schoonlnaker outlined his vision 
for Stonewall Park, while at the same time appealing to the sense of siege and 
persecution gay people felt. He wrote: lIThe community will provide residential 
consideration to Lesbian and Gay persons who may fr01Tl time to tilne need the 
conl111unityl s protection and aid. . . . It will be a comrnunity where the Lesbian 
WOlnaI1 and Gay male can exercise control over their o·wn lives economically and 
physically." Stin angry over the faj1ure of his and Alfred's business venture in San 
Francisco, Fred added, "Isn't it about tilne for Gays and Lesbians to have a com
munity of our own? Not siInply an area inhabited by us and indirectly controlled 
by straight landlordsr'21 

For all rus anger toward straight people, it was a straight couple, Robert and 
Margaret Askew (also spelled Ascue), with wholn Fred launched the first Stone
wall Park effort. The Askews were neighbors of Fred and Alfred's at the Riverfront 
CondOlniniums on Idlewi1d Drive in Reno.22 nlC Askews purportedly ran Venhlre 
Marketing Servicesj through which they intended to publish a series of local tour
ist guides.23 According to Tucker, Bob Askew worked a deal with Schoonmaker to 
market NALAG No.1 in return for payment later froll1 funds raised by Inarketing 
the organization. Fred's apparent intent in establishing SPA and NALAG No.1 as 
private sole proplietorships was to protect and control his project. Askew/ however, 
felt he needed to "correct" the structure of each to provide both corporate inde
pendence and the funding necessary to Inake Stonewall Park happen. Fred agreed 
reluctantlYt and early in 1986, dissolved SPA and NALAG No.1 and replaced them, 
respectively, with the private, for-profit Stonewall Park Resorts, Inc. (SPRt aI1d a 
newly incorporatedl non-profit National Association of Lesbians and Gays No.2 
(hereafter referred to as NALAC) with a board of tnlstees.24 

The group kicked off its carnpaignwith an initia 1 111ailing of 19,500 brochures that 
spoke of Stonewall Park flThe First Vacation Resort and Residential Commtmity for 
Cay People Anywhere. Join Us .... With Your Help We Will Make the Development 
of OUf Own Community a Reality!" Solicitation letters quoted responses "frOJll all 
over the United States and Canada/' noted "positive national press coverage," and 
offered a variety of melnbership plans. Schoonmaker and Dallas touted the area's 
proxiInity to the "great entertaullnent and nightlife of Reno and Lake Tahoe'l and 
the tl500-room hotel ... shopping area, restaurants and recreational facilities." But 
they also warned, "We have to keep the location quiet ... for even our very secret 
visits have caused an econon1ic stir resulting in pre-developlnent speculation." 
Fred wrote enthusiastic press releases and ftu1d-raising appeals that reflected his 
emotional investment in the project: "STONEWALL is telling the world we exist!" he 
wrote. "That we have feelings! That there are over 24 million of us that want to 
Jive without harasslnent! That we deserve equality! STONEWALL PARK is our 
living symbol to the world that we will no longer live in fear!" 25 
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Word spread quickly through Washoe County and beyond about the proposed 
gay resort. Responding from the anti-gay PrO-FalTIily Christian Coalition in 
Reno, Janine Hansen said, UT can't believe that under these circumstances with 
regard to AIDS that someone. is trying to bring this into our community .... r m 
not just concerned about AIDS, but bringing the hcnnosexual I death style' to 
Reno wou Id be a blight on our con1munity."26 Letters froln son1.e of those who 
received the lnailings saw it d.ifferently. Christopher McCrary of Columbia, 
Missouri, wrote that he and his partner were eager U to become members of the 
planned residential community, for my lover and I ... have witnessed bigotry, 
hatred, feal~ and prejudice at its worst."27 

Fred and Askew announced their intent to build Stonewall Park on 116 acres 
in Silver Springs, near Fallon. The retired builder Jalnes Powell owned the land 
and agreed in March 1986 to sell it to SPR for $440,800. Powell applied to the Lyon 
County Planning COt111nission to change the zonjng of his land and amend the Silver 
Springs Master Plan to accommodate the resort. Unlike the pr01110tional brochures 
SPR had sent out, howevel~ nowhere in the zoning application with all its attached 
information about SPR does the word gay appeari in fact, Stonewall's target clientele 
is described only as the u211nillion singles market."2S 

When the Lyon County Planning Commission Inet to consider Stonewall 
Park's application onApri18, 1986, one of the seven comnlissioners was absent, 
so only six heard Powell and Askew's presentation. Testhnony lasted an hour 
and a half, and of the nineteen Silver Springs residents who spoke about the 
Stonewall Park project, ten favored it for the lnoney and employment Powell 
and Askew c1ailned it would bring to that depressed community. Askew pre
sented an unverified petition with the nalnes of four hundred Silver Springs 
residents who favored Stonewall Park. But Kathy Morser, a resident who op
posed the project, said, 1/1 atn Inorally opposed to my COllllTIUnity being turned 
into a resort catering to the 21 million singles Inarket.I want to be a resident of 
a snlall, quiet, rural, clean, healthy COnl111Unity." Morsel' presented a petition 
with names of people agai'nst Stonewall Park. In a surprise announcem.ent, 
one of the comn1issioners, Nancy Dallas, said she might have a conflict of 
interest in the matter because she found her sister-in-Iaw's nmne among the 
corporate officers of SPR- Pall1ela Dallas. That did nothing to stop her from 
voting against the project, however. The vote was 3-3, which Lyon County's 
district attorney, Willial11 Rogers, said precluded Stonewall Park from filing an 
appeal with the Lyon County Board of COll1missioners. Though rel11arks at the 
planning-conlmission hearing concerned only issues of overcrowding, zoning, 
and Stonewall's econOll1ic inipact, residents and officials of Silver Springs kne'w 
that Stonewall had been intended as a gay resort. Morser later admitted that 
residents opposed the new resort because Askew and Powell had been involved 
with SPR and NALAG, and Silver Springs feared "how [gay people] would take 
over the area .... We're frustrated with all the federal laws on honiosexuals. 
They have all these rights and we dOft't have any. II 29 
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National Association of Lesbians and Gays (NALAG) logo, 1986. (Special Collections 
Department, University of Nevada, Las Vegas) 
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RobertAskew later clailned that he and his wife had decided Silver Springs wou ld 
never approve a gay resort because "the straight COtlnnlmity is never going to mix 
with the gay comn1unity," and "research and surveys proved the general resent
ment against I gays' ... would prevent a successfut profitable operation." He also 
clain1ed that Schooluuaker and Pamela Dallas had approved of Askew and Powell's 
"straightening out" of the project before the planning-conunission hearing. Dallas, 
however, said she had not been aware of Askewl s changes in the plan nor had she 
donated $18,000 toward constnlction of a straight resort. Dallas promptly resigned 
fr0111 the Stonewall board of directors because "the recent tutn of events ... lnakes 
continuation of resort developlnent infeasible."30 

Powell and Askew c1aill1ed in subsequent newspaper interviews that they did 
not receive a fair hearing fron1 the planning comlnission because "lu1true n11110rS" 
were circulating ,u"ound Silver Springs that Stonewall would be a gay resort,31 That 
Askew would say this- plenty of infonnation proved that Stonewall was intended 
to be gay, including the canceled check from NALAG used to pay SPR1 s incorpo
ration fees and the 19,500 brochures Askew mailed- is astonishing. He went on 
denying that the resort would be gay through staten-tents of fact handed out at a 
special town meeting at the Red Coach Inn ,md Casino in Silver Springs, as well as 
by issuing a public notice that Venture Marketing Services had severed all ties with 
SPR and NALAG ,md had, with property owner JaInes Powell, founded a new 
corporation called the Silver Springs Country Oub and Resort to bund a scaled
down, "colnpletely family-oriented" [sh"aightJ version of the resort that prolnised 
to bring Iinew jobs ... new industry ... state and national recognition ... millions 
in tourism dollars [and] increased property values.//:~2 

To en1phasize their break/ the Askews filed a million-dollar lawsuit against SPR 
and NALAG and Schoonmaker himself for breach of contract with intent to 
defraud and delnanding payment of service fees they claimed to have been 
prolnisedl repayn1ent of personal expenses they'd incurred for SPR/ as well as 
damages. The Askews also sought a restraining order to keep Schoonmaker 
from n1aking "false, slanderous, and vile gay comments" about Robert Askew. 
Askew c1ailned that once he realized he was not going to be paid for his work 
as promised in an oral agreelnent made with Schoonmaker, he saw that "the 
Defendants were using lnyself and my wife in a fraudulent scheme [and that] 
since we are not gay we were ... being used as a cover to make a better impres
sion upon the general public." Finally, Askew cOlnplained, when he and his wife 
agreed to sign as officers and directors for NALAG, "even though [we] are not 
gay or lesbian [we] were in1111ediately subjected to humiliation by [our] friends 
and business associates."33 Despite Askew's insistence that his new resort was 
heterosexuat his proposal was rejected, as was his subsequent appeal to Lyon 
County/s cornlnissioners- whereupon Askew threatened to sue them.:'>4 

Schoonl11.aker's fury over Askew's accusations and betrayal was intense. He 
and Al fred had conceived Stonewall Park as a refuge for gay people. Not only 
had its gay identity been erased, he believed, but straight people had hijacked 
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the concept itself. Fronl Fred's perspectivc, a "greedy, straight landlord" had 
victinlized hiln once again. He "fired" the Askews and on May 27, 1986, coun
tersued the In for nl0re than $30 n1il]ion, claiming, among other grounds, they 
had stolen his resort idea and other intellectual property. Suggesting fraud on 
their part, Fred supplied dOClunents that revcalcd that Venture Marketing Ser
vices, Inc. was not incorporated until May 1, 1986-one day before the Askews 
sued him-and had never published the tourist guides as Bob Askew claimed. 
In addition, Fred discovered that the Askews had a long history of forming 
cOlnpanies- twenty-four of them at the time of the lawsuit, in both California 
and Nevada--and declaring bankruptcy under several different versions of Bob 
Askew's nan1e. The Askews had been involved in at least six bankruptcy filings 
and several civi 1 suits, often involving the very kind of "oral agreen1enf' Bob 
Askew c1ainlcd he had with Schoonmaker~more than thirty actions between 
1979 and 1986, including one involving more than five hundred creditors, and 
another in which he was charged with a felony. Furthel~ Schoonmaker accused 
the Askews of nlisappropriating Stonewall funds. 35 

Reinforcing Schoonmaker's sense of persecution, the United States Supreme 
Court handed down its infamous Bowers v. Hard7.Dick decision on June 30, 1986 
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that claimed states had the right, according to the United States Constitution 
and traditional religious law, to regulate or outlaw same-sex behavior- a luling 
subsequently overturned in 2003 in LauJrence v. Texas. Fred set up a Stonewall 
Park defense fund for his suit against Askew/ and sent out solicitation letters 
referring to the Bowers ruling, which/ he wrote, transformed his personal lawsuit 
and the Stonewall Park project into political statements.](i 

AB llluch of a crusader for the gay con1n1unity as Fred considered himself 
through his Stonew-all Park project/ and as righteous as he believed he was in 
his lawsuit against the Askews, in truth the Silver Springs version of Stonewall 
Park was far more ephemeral than its publicity l11ade out. NALAG No. 1/ for 
instance/ had been a sole proprietorship under Schoonluaker's contro1, and 
money donated to NALAG for Stonewall Park often wound up supporting the 
Lavender Press instead. Thus, the investors who were more interested in Stone
wall Park than the Stonewall Voice began lending money for NALAG directly 
to Bob Askew, who, in turn, used much of the money he collected for NALAG 
for his personal expenses instead, washing the checks through NALAG so that 
his nanle would not appear on theln. When Fred discovered in August 1985 
what was happening, he stopped pubJishing the magazine in order to regain 
control of luoney cOIning in for NALAC. Loans made to Askew after this were 
personal loans with notes.37 

According to Ted Tucker, long before their lnutuallawsuits, Schoonlnaker 
and Askew had worked out a Usecret settlement" over the NALAG funds that 
Askew allegedly misused. Schoonmaker's action came as a surprise to the 
NALAG no. 1 board when it met in late December 1985. IIFred began the first 
board lneeting by presenting his secret settlement with Bob/' Tucker said. "This 
settlement effectively forgave the loans made to Bob for NALAG [including] 
loans between people like n1yself and Bob. Neither Fred nor the board had 
authority to forgive theln. In addition, Fred and Bob secretly agreed that these 
forgiven loans would represent partial paynlent for Bob's work to date. This 
released Bob fronl an earlier agreenlent that his paYlllent was contingent on 
his Inarketing plan working and that he would be paid out of capital raised 
for N,ALAC from his Inarketing plan. Never nlind that the board had never 
approved that, either."38 

Tucker found the accounting iInpossible to unraveL He could get no list of 
NALAG No. 1 loans or donors frolll Askew, while Scho()Iunaker knew who do
nated but not how luuch. Tucker also discovered that the NALAG No.1 checking 
account was in Fred's name, not the corporation's. UDonations solicited in the 
name of a tax-exempt corporation were technically going into Fred's pocket/' 
Tucker said. IIWe would all look like a bunch of con artists./I In addition, Tucker 
recalled, Schoonnlaker and the board believed that Askew was actually assen1-
bling business and marketing plans. But when Askew showed up at a NALAG 
No.1 board meeting with his ideas for p]ans- Inost of thelu from Schoonlnaker 
or Tucker-"His con job was fully revealed to everyone. Bob had done no real 
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work." Tucker lost confidence in Fred. "Fred was desperate to get his project 
going," Tucker said, "and would not disassociate hirnself from> Bob."39 

Another irony is that the effort centered on Silver Springs was I11eant only to 
raise money and not to result in actual developl11ent. Askew "wanted some
thing concrete to market and this site was selected and used for that purpose 
alone," Tucker remembered. "Fred gavc it to Bob as the best of what he had on 
[his] list of possible sites. Fred always hoped to find sOI11ething more suitable 
and simply switch sites later on, after the money caI11e in. No real work was 
done to actually buy or develop Silver Springs." Yet when Fred and the Askews 
parted ways and Bob Askew tried to start the Silver Springs resort project anew 
without gay involvement, Fred accused hiln of stealing the idea. 

"My dreal11 ended when 1 resigned," Tucker said. "Most of the remaining 
lenders and trustees backed away fronl Fred and Bob. Within a month Fred was 
pretty much alone and forced to choose alTIong his project, Bob, or sOI11ething 
else. His continuing with Bob ·would kill the project. Fred's reputation was 
seriously damaged. When [Fred sued Askew] I realized the ice cream shop 
story was repeating itself and his project wou ld never get going again." 

On August II, 1986, as Askew's and Schoornnaker's lawsuits I110ved through 
the courts, Lyon County authorities arrested Bob Askew on a felony charge of 
stock fraud for selling a bond for the Silver Springs Resort and Country Club 
when the corporation had not been authorized to sell bonds. Lyon County 
District Attorney William Rogers said Askew's background "paints a picture of 
a person who, by design, goes out and creates I11ultiple corporations, lives off 
the proceeds of others, and then goes bankrupt. It's his livelihood. He has no 
other sources of inCOlne." all. SepteI11ber 30, 1986, SchoonI11aker won a default 
judgment in his case against the ,Askews, although that judgI11ent was set aside 
on October 7, 1986, and the suit went on. Paniela Dallas sued the Askews and 
won, but was never able to recover her I11oney. On September 28, 1987, a Lyon 
County jury found Askew not guilty of stock fraud. 40 

RHYOLTTE 

Rather than give up after his Silver Springs failurc, Scho01unaker pressed on. 
After Bowers v. HarduJick, Stonewall Park, in Fred's lnindl had becon1e a life-or-death 
crusade not only for Nevada's gay conm1unity, but for the national gay COllli11U1uty. 
Fred expected his gay brothers and sisters not only to support his effort, but follow 
him to its completion. Searching for anoci1er si te, Fred and Alfred fowld Rhyolite, 
the famous ghost town. near Beatty in Nye COlUlty. The I11edia circus that followed 
their interest Jnade the project intenlational news.41 

Rob Schlegel, editor of the Bohemian Bugle (later renamed the Las Vegas Bugle), 
broke the story. Schoonmaker had con1e do·wn to Las Vegas to talk with Schle
gel about Stonewall Park, a project with which Schlegel was unitnpressed fo~· 
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the Salne reasons that had troubled Rodney Sumpter. /1 It was a novel idea," 
Schlegel said. "Not one that I supported totally because I'm not one for living 
apart. I'ln lllore in favor of integration and tolerance. But [Schoonmaker] 
wanted to have this thing separate and I figured if SOlne people want to be 
separate that's OK." 

Schlegel had listed the old Stonewall Park Association in his magazine's 
community directory section when he becanle publisher in 1985/ and took 
over the subscription list after the Stone'wall Voice folded. When Schoonmaker 
and Parkinson brought their Stonewall Park project into Nye Count)" Schlegel 
was also working for Robert Lowes, editor of the Death Valley Gateway Gazette, 
which put Schlegel in the unique position of covering the story for both the 
straight and gay press. Schlegel recalled that Lowes had aI/quirky sense of 
humor and we always tried to Inake the headlines crazy or flamboyant." These 
alll.using headlines from the Gate'way Gazette included "Happy Gays Are Here 
Again/' "Gays, Ghosts and Goblins Gather" (on Halloween), and "Rhyolite's 
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Bygone Gays." IIWhen that story hit it was inlmediately picked up by the [Las 
Vegas] Revie'{D-Journal, Las Vegas Sun/ all the local television stations," Schlegel 
said. flit went on the Associated Press wire and overnight the thing attracted 
international attention. We had television stations flying in from Europe [and] 
all over the country. This was a big story!"42 

The City of Rhyolite, Inc. was owned in part by Jim Spencer, who lived in 
the Rhyolite train depot with his lover and ran the bar. A form~er editor of 
Arizona's Tombstone Epitaph, Spencer acted as custodian of the property and 
residen t adlninistrator of the owning trust. He had been trying since 1983 to 
restore Rhyolite to its forn1er glory. Rhyolite was the site of the annual Bullfrog 
Endurance and Fun Run event, named for the fatned Bullfrog Mining District. 
In 1984, the renowned Belgian sculptor Albert Szukalski lived in Rhyolite and 
produced a ghostly set of fiberglass figures representing the Last Supper/ which 
overlooked the rotting buildings and blowing sand. 

Spencer's failure to attract enough investors into his restoration scherne 
moved him to sell Rhyolite to Schoonn1aker when Schlegel brought the In 
together. As an incorporated dty, Rhyolite could be operated autonomously 
of state or county law and, theoretically/ could decrilninalize homosexuality 
within its borders.4J In Septelnber 1986/ Schoontnaker and Spencer discussed 
tenllS of a $2.25 million purchase and Spencer provided a detailed inventory 
of what Schoonmaker would be acquiring in addition to the 760 acres of desert 
that was the Rhyolite townsi teo Fred set up a new company for the dealt FESCO, 
Inc.-Fred E. Schoonnia ker, Inc.- and he and Alfred Jnoved into an abandoned 
caboose next to the Rhyolite train depot.44 

While Schlegel and others in the gay COnl1TIUnity appreciated the idea of 
Stonewall Park and the drive with which Schoonmaker pursued it, it was in1-
possible not to see how inlpractical it was- and yet to marvel at how Fred was 
able to get people involved. Schoonlnaker fldidn/t have any money," Schlegel 
said. flIf you really knew what was going on there was alm.ost nothing to it. 
Fred's idea of raising the lTIOney was to put canisters in all the bars around the 
country where people cou Id drop their spare change to finance this operation. 
He thought people wou ld want to retire there, and lease property and it would 
start out almost as a C01TIlTIUne while they built houses to live in. It was a hard 
project to start and couple that with the fact they had no Inoney, no financial 
background/ no know-how to raise the money but just a few friends that liked 
the idea and were going to buy into it at SOlne point."45 

In a long interview in the Bohemian Bugle Fred outlined his progressive plan 
for Stonewall Park. All the land in the city would be under direct control of a 
five-n1cn1ber Rhyolite city council, which would lease lots to those wishing to 
live there. Further/ he said, "Stonewall Park will give those who wish to live a 
completely open and self-expressive lifestyle the environment to do so without 
cOlnplications. The project will provide an environment for the developlnent of 
a rooted community, controlled culture/ with positive-orjented institutions./146 
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Schoonmaker still had his old Stonewall Park Resort mailing list and hoped 
to persuade enough II pioneer" residents to lnove to Rhyolite by the end of 1986 
to begin building. The solicitation letter Fred sent expressed a degree of hope 
for support that was remarkable in its naiVe asslunpt10n gay people across the 
nation would respond: 

In order to start construction, we need not only a donation from you, 
but from your friends, fan1ily and associates .... Please consider fonn
ing a "Friends of Rhyolitell support group in your area to help support 
and encourage this project. We've ... enclosed II canister" labels to help 
wi th our grass roots fund raising efforts. Please consider taking a few 
ITIOlnents each week collecting funds for construction and land costs. We 
ask that you only place a '/canister" in a location where you are known 
and where you are active 1n the gay and lesbian cOlnmunity.47 

Back in Reno, Fred's supporters had mixed feelings about the Rhyolite ven
ture. "My biggest concern [was] that this place is a ghost town and a million 
miles fronl anywhere and who's going to go there?" Sumpter said. "[Fred and 
Alfred] actually rnovcd down there, lock, stock, and barrel. The living condi
tions in Rhyolite took its toll on both of them." Roy Baker had driven through 
Rhyolite Inany times on his way from Reno to Death Valley. "I thought [estab
lishing Stonewall Park there] was kind of a far-fetched idea," Baker said, Ilbut 

at the smne tilne, I thought it would be a drawing card. I think I was lnore in 
favor of [Rhyolite] than I was of [Silver Springs]."48 

Fred and Alfred planned Stonewall Park's first town Ineeting, election, and 
dedication for 9 A.M. on Sunday, Novelnber 2, 1986, when a "caravan of hOI no
sexuals'l was to drive up from Las Vegas to lneet another caravan that would 
arrive from Reno. Schlegel organized the Las Vegas caravan. He went around 
the bars the Saturday night before trying to scrounge up as many people as he 
could for the next day's Ineeting, and early Sunday morning "15 or 20" cars 
started up Interstate 95. The flier Schlegel produced for the trip to Rhyolite 
provided detailed instructions and COJnnlents: 

Please stay with the caravan ... it'll Ina ke a better impact on the news 
Inedia when we arrive together. Drive with headlights on .... We will 
drive the hated 55-we can't afford trouble .... Tf you need gas, use the 
Little General Store in Beatty .... Do not patronize the Shell Mini-Mart 
in Beatty- the owner is [Nye] County Commissioner Bob Revert and 
your business is not welcome.19 

"We didn't know what our reception was going to be when we got to the 
county line/' Schlegel recalled, I'[because] we weren/t wanted there. That was 
very clear fronl a lot of the town people and the [county] commissioners. We 
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were petrified because there was a white car pulled sideways on the side of the 
road and all we could see was sOlnebody leaning across the hood of the car and 
holding what appeared to be a gun." The gunman turned out not to be "an 
angry [Nye County] commissioner or some idiot homophobe," but the wife of 
the Death Valley Gateway Gazette publisher Robert Lowes. She was leaning across 
the hood of her car with a zoom lens on her camera. IIWe weren't shot at like 
we were afraid of," Schlegel said, "and we proceeded on to Rhyolite." 

The Las Vegas caravan showed up after 10 A.M. Abou t thirty people attended 
the n1eeting, including the Reverend Rusty Carlson of the Metropolitan Com
munity Church in Las Vegas, who led a cOlnmunion service with saltines and 
grape juice, which is all the Rhyolite bar had on hand. Town board members 
were elected; they included Schoonmaker; Parkinson; Dallas; the lovers StornlY 
Caldwell and Terry Scott, who hoped to build a Slnall grocery store and gas sta
tion; Chuck Melfi, who owned the Gipsy nightclub in Las Vegas; Will Collins, 
founder of the Gay Acaden1ic Union at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and 
co-founder of the Las Vegas Cay Pride celebrations; Renee Lynch; and David 
West. "It was an interesting day [and] we all enjoyed ourselves," Schlegel said. 
"We hiked around and looked at the place. Nobody got really excited because 
frankly, most of us didn't see ourselves living there.//5o 

Others voiced different concerns. Roy Baker drove dO'wn with Pan1c1a Dallas 
and was appalled to see how Fred and Alfred were living. "They were practi
cally starving/' he said. "They heated that boxcar with some kind of a stove." 
Knowing there would be photographs taken of the lneeting, Baker chose not to 
stay, but instead wandered around the town site. "Seeing the small attendance 
that came to that meeting after being told that all these cars were going to be 
cOIning up [£ron1 Las Vegas] bl..llTIper-to-bumper," Baker said, III felt that this 
was another failing project. Then I was concerned what was going to happen 
because Fred had signed papers to buy [Rhyolite]." Dallas's thought was similar: 
"I walked around Rhyolite a bit [and it] didn't seeIU particularly promising to 
lue. I'd becolne disillusioned with the project [and] pretty much given up on 
it. I just didn't think it would go anywhere."51 

Another who carne to Rhyolite that day, twenty-four-year-old Tony Pflaum, 
had been living in Chicago after his falnily in California threw him out when they 
discovered he was gay. When he heard about Stonewall Park, he took a bus from 
Chicago and arrived in Beatty, then walked five miles out to Rhyolite with all of his 
luggage. The story he told the Washington Post perfectly illustrated what Fred and 
Alfred were trying to provide. flWhen I was younger, I was beaten up several tilnes," 
Pflaum said. fli had srraight .P\s, no police record-I'm a really nice kid. I just want 
to be able to walk down the street without having a brick hit n1e upside the head. 
When I heard about Rhyolite [1 came here] not to be promiscuous. But to be free, to 
be comfortable. With people who are just like me. It's a dream to Ine."S2 

Aside from the gay people who came to Rhyolite for the first town Ineeting, 
eight media representatives showed up, including Major Garrett, covering the 
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Rhyolite story for the Las Vegas Review-Journal. His description of Stonewall 
Park's first town meeting, while accurate in describing the disappointing turn
out, was more than faintly mocking. Garrett also wrote that Stonewall Park's 
restrictive development policies were likely to discourage investment.53 

Stonewall Park Rhyolite faced a violent local backlash despite Schoonmaker's 
plea: "We are bringing in n1.oney and we are bringing people. We expect to be 
judged on our Inerits." According to Schlegel, 

Beatty was a sinall mining town and had dle snlall nuning town Inentality. 
The cOlmty cOinmissioner for that area was Bob Revert. Bob Revert owned 
a local [Shell] gas station and he and the owners of the Exchange Club there 
decided that faggots weren't welcome in Beatty and tried to get the local 
n1.erchants to organize and not sell food or gasoline to any of [us]. Well, the 
other store owners and hotel owners knew a gold mine when they saw one 
so they didn't go along with that. TIle day we had our first town meeting 
at Rhyo1i te [Beatty merchants] did a very brisk business. And, of course, we 
all boycotted Revert's Shell gas station and the Exchange Club-although a 
few of us did eat at the Exchange Club just to n1.ake our flamboyant presence 
known, just to irk' em and set I ein off. 54 

The Nye County COlumission learned of Schoonnlaker' s plans during their 
October 81neeting in Tonopah. It was election season, and Stonewall Park gave 
Revert an opportunity to express his moral outrage in time to ilTIpreSS his con
stituents. Sonte of Revert's published conlments on Stonewall Park include, "I 
don't think we want that kind of COlnlTIUnity in our county and J mTI personally 
very upset at the idea. This isn't San Francisco.'1 "This is a very rural community. 
This is not San Francisco where it's accepted. When I was young they weren't 
gays, they were queers." "We're not San Francisco. A bunch of dan1.n queers 
want to build a town of their own and I don't like it one bit. As long as I'm 
county cOlnmissioner it will never tnaterialize. I'm very elnbarrassed and I'll 
do everything r can to prevent it." "This is redneck country. When they get 
to the Nye County linel they cease being gays. They turn into queers." Revert 
also tnade a vague threat against Rhyolite'S ownel~ Jim Spencer, saying, "I don't 
think he can walk down this street safely." Nye County's Republican assembly
WOIll.an, Gaylyn Spriggs, was quoted as saying, "I alTI totally opposed to the 
idea and will do sOinething to block it in the legislature if the county cannot 
stop it as an undesirable business," adding, "Nevada is trying to clean up its 
iInage and I wouldn't want the city of Rhyolite known as the only place in the 
country exclusively for gays." Schoonmaker's suggestion was that Revert and 
Spriggs should 1/ go to Florida and sell orange juice with Anita Bryant."55 

Others expressed similar sentiments. Robert Lowes of the Death Valley GateuJay 
Gazette reported comments he clainled to have heard around Beatty, although 
they sounded apocryphal. IIWe'1l have to put up new cattle guards around town 
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to catch their high heels." "We've already got three drag strips in the county 
and we don't need any rnore." "I ain't got nothing against gays Inyself, but 
I'n1 not sure I'm ready for my son to Inarry one." Beatty school chjldren were 
overheard referring to Rhyolite first as "Gayolite/' then as "Fagolite." The 
school's principal announced that "Rhyolite will becolne a breeding ground 
for AIDS," while the locallnotel owner Bill Huffine said, "It ain't like it was 20 
years ago when they didn't have AIDS. You can't 1110ve in 1,000 to 1,500 people 
with that type of lifestyle and not have the deadly disease .... This is a town 
they want? Welt you can't start a baby-sitting service there, can you? You can 
start a funeral hOll1e, a mortuary, if you see what T Inean."56 

Such sentirnents extended well beyond Nye County. A letter to the editor 
froln Carol McKenzie in Las Vegas embodied the absurdity of the hOlllophobia 
Stonewall Park inspired: 

I'm. just sorry that they cou Idn' t accommodate In.ore "gay" citizens (like 
all of them in the U·. S.). Just think, they wouldn't have to support any 
school system, because they can't procreate and would (thank heavens) 
not have any children. We would no longer have to deal with the issues 
of gay people trying to force us to accept their lifestyle ... and that they 
are just as happy as a bunch of daisies on a spring day. ... S0111e of us 
would be relieved of the fear of thelTI preying on young boys and influ
encing thelTI in their fonnative years.57 

The Las Vegas Review-Journal's columnist John S111ith, who proved supportive 
of gay people in future controversies, joked about Stonewall Park and how 
ridiculous the uproar was: 

There lnay be only 15,000 residents living in the 18,000 square llliles of Nye 
County, but at least two public servants [Bob Revert and Gaylyn Spriggs] 
believe there isn't roorn. for a gay ghost town. A nuclear waste dump, maybe. 
A nuclear test site, certainly. Houses of prostitution, unquestionably. But a 
gay ghost town? What do you think they are? Immoral?"~H 

Jim Day, editorial cartoonist for the Review~Journal, drew a two-panel titled 
"A Guide to Nevada's Unique Small Towns." On the left was "Boulder City . 
. . A Bedroom COI1l111unity." On the right was "Rhyolite ... A Closet Comm.u
nity." Even the supennarket tabloid Weekly World News published an article 
titled "Fairy-Tale Ending for Ghost Town," noting that Rhyolite was" about to 
be resettled- · by a flock of flaming hOlnosexuals," and adding that "indignant 
local politicians say they don't want any gay blades planting pansies in their 
precinct."59 

The backlash against Rhyolite turned physical. A favorite pastime for Beatty 
youth was driving out to Rhyolite to throw rocks at Fred and Alfred's hOlne, 
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LOOK. LENNY, IT'S MAKE MINE A TliATJS A PRETTY .HI, COWBOY - DO 
BUFFALO BRUCE! SHIRLEY TEMPLE DRESS, MISTER KITTY YOU WANNA PRANCl!:? 

Western town cartoon. Weekly World News, Noven1ber 25, 1986. (Special Collections 
Department, UniversUy of Nevada, Las Vegas) 
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calling theln "faggot" and linigger." On a sign just outside Rhyolite vandals 
spray-painted in red IISave Our Children from AIDS." Fred said another car 
ran his car off the road and that a man had visited him and Alfred twice and 
refused to identify himself, but claimed to be from the "powers that be" in Las 
Vegas. First, he offered them $2 million to leave Nevada, then he threatened to 
break their lirnbs. Fred and Alfred acquired two dogs for protection.60 

The Stonewall Park founders also were shot at. IIThere were always a lot of 
vandals that would come racing through the place screan1ing, IFaggots!' and 
'Get lost!' and 'Die!,'" Schlegel said. Ii And s0111etitnes they would come by and 
shoot BB guns at the caboose where Fred and [Alfred] lived . The windows were 
shot out." Many recognized one repeat offender as the son of a prlHninent Nye 
County official. An ancillary issue in the brouhaha was racisln since Alfred 
Parkinson was African-American. "The 'Worst thing I think was that not only 
was Fred Schoonmaker gay," Schlegel said, Ilbut his lover was black." Schoon
maker wrote to Governor Richard Bryan expressing his and Alfred's fear- but 
Bryan's answer was aloof and noncomn1ittal. 61 

Just before the November 2 Rhyolite town meeting, rU1110rS circulated through 
Beatty that the Ku Klux Klan planned an appearance. Even though local au~ 
thorities were on alert, the Klan evidently never showed up in Rhyolite. But a 
nln11ber of alleged KlanSll1en were seen bathing at nearby Tecopa Hot Springs 
and were heard discussing how to "protect the world fron1 a faggot invasion 
of Rhyolite."62 

In the end, just as in Silver Springs, Stonewall Park Rhyolite failed . The iln
Inediate reason was lack of money. The project's first down paYlnent of $365,000 
was due on December 15, yet by the end of Novell1ber the trust fund set up 
for Stonewall Park Rhyolite held only $100. Even if the money had been there, 
homophobia, racism, and AIDS hysteria would have killed the project. 

When the tornado of hatred touched hin1, Spencer canceled Stonewall's lease 
and backed ,Yway £ron1 the project. He told the Sacramento Bee that he was Iljust 

as surprised, but not as dishtrbed, as n1any Beatty residents to learn of the new 
owners' intentions." Spencer also told an Associated Press reporter that Iithey 
couldn't pull it together. We haven't heard a ·word from them in more than 
2-1/2 ·weeks. We assume it is a dead issue." The Review-Journal's Major Gar
rett claimed that, privately, Spencer said he had Iino idea what Schoonlnaker 
intended to do with Rhyolite and was uneasy about the idea of it becoming 
Nevada's first hornosexual resort." When the Stonewall Park deal fell through, 
Spencer listed thE~ town with a Las Vegas real estate firn1, clain1ing to have re
ceived several inquiries spawned by the international publicity. "Apparently 
there are SOIne people in the world who don't know where Nevada is," Spencer 
said, Ilbut they sure know about Rhyolite. '1 63 

Once again, Schoonn1aker felt betrayed not only by hateful straights, but 
now by Spencer himself, whom Fred saw as the II greedy gay friend" in a reprise 
of his and Alfred's loss of their San Francisco ice cream parlors years before. 
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Stonewall Park Rhyolite. JJ Alfred Parkinson and Fred Schoonmaker stand outsidc an old 
Union Pacific Railroad caboose, which they are telnporarily using as their honlc." 
Photograph by Rob Schlegel. Bohemian Bugle, Novenlbcr 1986, p. 8. (Special CoLLections 
Department, University L~f Nevada, Las Vegas) 

Alfred Parkinson and Fred Schoonn1aker at Rhyolite. Photograph by Wayne C. Kodey. 
Las Vegas Revie:v)-Jounzal, June 15, 1987, lB. (Special Collections Department, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas) 
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TOWN> : b()al'lt:fuel,ubers . (back row, Ie;'. to riabt): Fm! 
$(~boonllhtker~ Scot., aob SdtJegel, \ViIDe Collins; (froltt row) Renee 
Ly.'nCil, (;I.udc:~ M:elt1~u:(f .: .' . ·/JUXls Pbote 

Stonewall Park Rhyolite Town AdvisOlY Board. Bohemian Buglet Novenlber 1986, p. 10. 
(Special Collections Department! University of Nevada, La~ VeRas) 

When Fred and Alfred n10ved back to Reno in December/ Fred wrote two letters 
venting his anger and accusing Spencer of stringing him along on the purchase, 
Inilking Stonewall for publicity, and then canceling the deal: 

It is your kind/ the worst of all bigots, who keep Lesbian and Gay rights 
from coming into being. Those of you who only seek to use your broth
ers and sisters for your own gain and denying your sexuality ... You 
showed no concern for your gay brothers in other parts of the country. 
Those who only after assurances went to great expense ... and ended 
up as we without a place to live and broke. Your only thought must 
have been what you could get out of us (publicity) .... Again we were 
betrayed. More than that through constant denials of self, Lesbians and 
Gays in general are again betraye(.i.M 

The letters really were unfair because Stonewall Park in truth never had 
the n10ney it needed. A few weeks after Fred and Alfred left Rhyolite, a check 
arrived fn.1ln a young Inan in Virginia who had read about Stonewall Park and 
wanted to support it. It 'was the only sLlch check Fred/s fund-raising efforts for 
Stonewall Park Rhyolite ever received. Fred's outbursts against Spencer likely 
sprang from emotional exhaustion and disappointment. i)') 
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Fred and Alfred returned to Reno destitute and honleless. "When Fred 
came horne from Rhyolite he had to [drive] through a bunch of rednecks to 
get out of the area/' Caldwell renlenlbers. "And he canle home and he called 
lne and asked nle if I could C0111e over and so I did. And he just fell into ll1Y 

anus weeping and he saidt 'It's just not going to work. I was so frightened.' He 
sajd, '( know Alfred would've not let thenl touch me, but I was so frightened.' 
That's when I really realized that, OK, this is not going to work down there. 
Too lnuch is against US."66 
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Stonewall Park Thunder Mountain. Lovelock Tribune, Decelnber 18, 1986, 1 :2-3 and 12:4. 
(Special Collections Department/ University of Nevada, Las Vegas) 

THUNDER MOUNTAIN 

Despite failing twice, Fred and Alfred kept pursuing their dream. Even before 
the Rhyolite venture was deadt Schoonmaker was working another deal with 
Ca Idwelt who owned a forty-acre ranch in Pershing County between Lovelock 
and Wilulemucca. Looming over this desolate and waterless landscape was the 
dark peak of Thunder Mountain. Caldwell bought the ranch in 1976 and lived 
there for several years in a trailer, raising goats. Deteriorating health forced her 
back to Reno and she abandoned her ranch. Schoonlnaker inherited lnoney 
when his lnother died and approached Cald'well about buying the Thunder 
Mountain property- which Caldwell advised against.67 "I tried to talk hiIn 
out of buying it," she said. IIWe all went out together with a person from the 
news lnedia. [Fred] liked it. I saidt 'You're out of your mind!' And he saidt 
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'No, I've got to have it.' And I said, 'You're going to get in trouble out here. 
There's no way that you can do anything like that out here without sonlebody 
coming out and shooting you."' Fred would not be dissuaded, even when 
Sunlpter advjsed against it. He gave Caldwell a down paYluent; SUlllpter did 
all he could to help.68 

Whether Thunder Mountain was a good idea didn't matter: Caldwell gave 
Fred and Alfred their first opportuni ty to actually own land for Stonewall Park. 
Fred formed still another corporation for the Pershing County venture, the non
profit Thunder Mountain Gay and Lesbian Alliance (TMGLA), incorporated 
on December 15, 1986-the day Fred's first payment had been due on Rhyolite. 
Among the officers of the new corporation was Tony Pflaum, who had shown 
up at Rhyolite fr0111 Chicago, bags in hand.69 

Fred set to work planning and publicizing Stonewall Park Thunder Mountain, 
as truE to his vision now as he had been when he and Alfred first conceived it. 
Fred cOluposed a pledge prospective residents were expected to sign: 

1, [name], in order to becoille a resident of Stonewall Park, do hereby 
comlnit nlysel£ to support the efforts of the community of Stonewall Park 
and the Thunder Mountain Gay and Lesbian Alliance in all their efforts 
whether social or econolllic. I understand that the comnlunity needs 
to operate in a communal fashion during the early stages, and that IUY 
support of the community needs to directly measure up to the support 
the COllllllUnity affords me. I further understand that if T aln considered 
to be lax in the performance of my responsibilities, the residents of the 
cOlllmunity (by a vote of not less than 2/3, in an open lTI.eeting) may re
quest and require my departure. This tnay or lllay not be fully explained, 
and as an adult I know 1 should need no explanation.7o 

Schoonmaker expected to sell Inemberships-Regular ($30), Voting ($60)/ 
Patron ($120), and Life ($1,000). His solicitation letters early in 1987 implied 
anger with urban gay COJulllunities whose support he failed to inspire/ and in 
the letters he alnlost Inegaloillaniacally assumed a role as founder and leader 
of Northern Nevada's gay COlTIll1.Unity. 1'[TMGLA's] ardent supporters see 
the project not only as a 'Lesbian and Gay Homeland' but a basic civil rights 
statement," he wrote. "Those persons looking for a party or ease of existence 
'will not find the COIlllllunity to their liking .... We are conlmon folk in a head
on collision with COlllmon working-class bigots. We will move to Thunder 
Mountain [and] there is every possibility we may not all cotnc: down frOlU that 
11l0untain. We will stand erect and offer no bent backs upon which prejudice 
can ride." In addition to the resort and residential facilities intended to be part 
of Stonewall Park Thunder Mountain, he planned a nursing home for aging 
gay people and a library "natned in honor of a 70-year-old retired librarian who 
supports Schoontnaker's drealll"-Roy Baker.71 
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Gay Community Seeks a Home on the Rang~ 
Proposed Site in 
Western Nevada 
Drawing Opposition 

By ANN JAP~lNGA, 
rim.es Staff Writl"7' 

MILL CITY, Nev,-A pit bull 
n()med Spud patrols 160 acre:; of 
sagebrush and chealgrass near I.hi~ 
truck-stop town in wes[crn l'\eVil ' 
da. By Spud's rules, cattle lint! cil:cr 
have p",rmiSl;ion tu paSS: human$ rlo 
not. 
Sp\ld ~S owner, rancher Bill Pille, 

(!Oncurs. He and hi~ wifQ, T.onl, 
tried 'Slaying in traller parks Oll a 
recent vaC3tion, but they !loan
rloned the trip becl\llI;(! Bill Dale 
couldn't sland being .hemmed in by 
folks . It's clear thal Spud and his 
own~r don't like cornpl\ny of any 
sort, 

Yel it looks as if thl.'Y mny have 
neighbors, A Reno man who plana 
lo found the nation'~ first gay and 

.. " 
« . 

r MI~~Z'lrY . 
'0 NEVADA \ . • !S 
:tf. SiO EWA LL 

PARK 

// 

Stonewall Park Thunder Mowltain. Los Angeles Times, February 15, 1987, Part VI, 1, 8-9. 
(Special Collections Department, University o.fNevada, Las Vegas) 

The luedia had not lost interest when Stonewall Park Rhyolite failed, and re
porters followed Fred and Alfred to Thunder Mountain. Major Garrett ren1ained 
lnocking in his tone. In a Las Vegas Review-Journ.al article titled "Gay Group 
Tries to Make Nirvana Out of Nevada," Carrett wrote, "On the ideological map 
of Nevada, Schoonmaker's group couldn't have moved to a more conserva
tive area. Pershing County ... consists lnostly of white miners, fanners and 
ranchers. Their families are large and stable. Respect for traditional values runs 
pretty deep here .... Nevertheless, Schoonlnaker has faith that the purity of his 
motives will win over his new neighbors." With mnazing prescience, Fred told 
Garrett, flI lTIay be dead before it happens, but I'In going to give it a shot. II 72 

As soon as the news broke, opposition to Stonewall Park arose, as though 
the presence of gay people in one of Nevada's most desolate and depressed 
areas would make conditions worse. More than two hundred Pershing County 
residents signed a petition opposing Stonewall Park and presented it in Love
lock at a January 5, 1987, county comn1ission 111eeting. They claimed the gay 
resort would adversely affect property values and the local economy. District 
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Attorney Richard Wagner was discouraging in his comments about water and 
zoning. Covernor Richard Bryan believed most Nevadans wanted to see Stone
wall Park built in another state. The Republican assenlblynlan John Marvel 
fr(nn Battle Mountain likened gay people to the cattle in his stockyards: "Since 
I raise animalsl 1'1n very gender-conscious. If I have a bull that doesn/t know 
the difference between genders, he goes down the road."7:1 

One other man particularly opposed Stonewall Park was Bill Dale, who lived 
in a trailer next to the Stonewall property with his wi fe, Toni, and a bulldog 
named Spud. Fred and Roy Baker met Dale during an excursion to scope the 
property. "[Da]ej observed what was going on, but we didn't have much of a 
conversation with hiIn/' Baker said. "He threatened to n1eet us with his gun. 
He was not going to have any gays out there by his ranch." Dale told the Los 
Angeles Times l IIrVe never seen [a gay person] that I knO"w of. I'ln 67 years old 
and I won/t put up with a bunch of bull. So I and Spud, we'll just wait and see. 
T don't want then1. on Iny property. I don/t want nothing to do with thelu. The 
cowboys around here don't want thelu either, or the truckers." Fred's answer 
was, "Nevada [needs] a little shock treatlnent."74 

In his last solicitation letter frcnn Thunder Mountain, Schoonnlaker an
nounced a Gay SUn1.nler Calnp to be held on the property on May 30,1987, as 
a way to get interested people to work on the cOlll1nunity~although he noted 
the il11rn.inent danger: I'We are assured the sodoiny law will be enforced," 
Fred warned. "You must be aware that your presence in Nevada could lead 
to harassment and/ or arrest. This will come in legal fonn during the day and 
there is every possibility of danger at night. 11 The May 30 SUlnnler calnp never 
happened, however, because Fred Schoonmaker died on May 20 of an AJDS
related heart attack?5 

Fred had been ill long before. Tn a December IS, 1985, letter to Schlege1, he 
wrote, "Please forgive the hand-written effort, rm home sick as a dog wjth 
this damn flu for some three weeks now." Baker had seen Fred su ffering £roin 
extrelne pain in his bones and joints in 1986 when they drove back and forth 
to Fresno in Fred's search for inforn1.ation to help jn his lawsuit against the 
Askews. Fred was diagnosed HIV-positive on March 23, 1987, and his decline 
frOln that point was rapid. He and Alfred were living in a run-down trailer on 
Fourth Street in Reno with three dogs when Fred was diagnosed, and because 
his health had grown so precarious, his doctor reCOininended that they find 
sOlnewhere Inore substantial to live and get rid of the aniInals. They moved 
in to a sinall studio apartn1.ent on Carlin Street near Pamela Dallas. The lnen 
were destitutel surviving on food stanlps and Alfred/s small income when he 
went back to work at the Eldorado Hotel. Fred had applied for Social Security 
disability support, but was denied because he had earned too little money to 
qualify; his total incoine during the years 1984-86, while he and Alfred pursued 
Stonewall, was only $15,555.75. He appealed, and his paYll1ents were granted
on June 4, 1987, two weeks after he died.76 
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"Fred 'was angry," Ted Tucker Said. He continued: 

The lnedical profession [in Reno] had no idea how to treat hiIn. Someone 
at Washoe MedicaJ told hi111 they did not even want anybody withAlDS in 
their hospital and that he should go to San Frc.illcisco. Fred did not know 
what to do about this reactionary attitude from a public health official. He 
asked Ine whether he should pursue it legally, take it to the press, go to the 
state, mobilize the local gay c0111muluty sOlnehow, or follow the ad vice and 
go to San Francisco General?7 

Despite being near death and destitute, Fred would not give up trying to create 
and lead a Nevada gay commlu1ity. He suggested setting up a rap group for people 
with AIDS and wanted to go public with what he considered Nevada's lUlforgivable 
faillu-e to deal adequately with the AIDS crisis. Tucker wrote on Fred's behalf to the 
San Frandsco AIDS FOlu1.dation. Fred knew he had clout in the national lnedia because 
of Stonewall Park and thought he could get SOHle action for himself and other AIDS 
patients ill Nevada by publicizing his situation. Tucker, however, advised against this. 
'IIf you publicize your situation as a means to get action," he wrote to Fred, 

you will harDl the Gay n10vement in Nevada. Recall the Beatty residents 
who assumed that Rhyolite would becC)lne a city of AIDS. The same thing 
was said in Pershing County .... You bring the truth [to] their asslllnptions by 
proclaiming that you, the founder of these settlelnents, has AIDS. They will 
be hot to write their legislators and the GOVe1110r I-told-you-so letters, which 
will bear weight because they will be true .... My suggestion would be to 
work directly with the Governor's office, presenting to hiln the opportunity 
to do something for AIDS while the legislature is in session.78 

As it happened, the Nevada State Board of Health had established the Nevada 
Statewide AIDS Advisory Task Force on March 18, 1987, to study the epidenlic in 
Nevada and suggest how the state should deal with it. On May 20, 1987-the day 
Fred Schoolunaker died-the Board of Health nanled the task force n1embers, who 
issued their first report on Septelnber 16. He did not live to see that report or benefit 
from its recolnnlendations,?9 

With the help of several Stonewall Park supporters, Alfred nursed his dying 
cOlnpanion to the end. "I would go over at least once a week/' Stormy Caldwell 
said. "I'd take the linens and wash them. I'd take [Fred's] clothing and wash it. And 
Alfred wou ld n1ake sure he a te, which most of the tirne didn' t stay r down]." Tucker 
said, "Fred was out of work and they were broke fr0111 paying medicaJ bills. The 
cupboards and refrigerator were bare, literally. There was nothing to drink except 
tap water. [There had been] an anonyn10us helper who fed us occasionally when 
we did the In_agazine. He and I went to the grocery store and bought enough food 
to restock their hOll1e."RO 
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Schoonmaker wanted Caldwell to prolnise to canyon his vision for Stonewall 
Park, but she could not. Fred also worried about Al fred's future and feared that he 
lnight kill himself after Fred own death- Alfred had said lnany times he didn't want 
to survive Fred.En III was at the apartn1ent the day before Fred passed," Caldwell 
said. "[Fred] was just lying there in and out of a COlna. I said, I Alfred, he hasn't got 
l11Uch more time with us. Hold hiIn dose, because I think you're going lose him.' 
And Alfred said, 'No, he can't go, he can't go.' I left. It was too hard for Inc to see 
[Fred] like that m1d see Alfred fall apart, too. I just couldn't do it. If 82 

The next day Roy Baker came to the Carlin Street apartInent to check on Fred and 
found him close to death. He called an ambulance and followed it to the hospital with 
Alfred. III went mand the nursc m1d the doctor had St.~nFred LUlli I was standing there 
holding his hand and I don't think he said a word," Baker said. "He acknowledged I 
was there. And then aJl of a sudden he releCLsed his hand and threw back his head, which 
means that he had a heart attack. Alfred was there [but he] just walked away. [Stonewall 
Park] nleant everything to Fred. TIlat was hjs goal. That was his reason for living." 

Fred was crelnated and a few friends held a service at the Reno Metropolitan 
Com--1nunity Church. Baker called Fred's sister, but she "wanted nothing to do with 
it." Alfred, who was also HIV-positive, went to pieces. "I kept telling Alfred after 
he got the ashes back that we should scatter them or take then1 and bury them or 
son1ething,1f Caldwell said. "Alfred couldn't tun1loose of them. He slept with them. 
When Fred was gone, Alfred didn't know what to do with hitnself. He went off the 
deep end. He was just ranting and raving. The last day of his work I understand 
that he went on a rmnpage throwing things arolu1d and scremning. They had to 
get security to get hill1 OUt."K3 

Alfred returned to Oakland with Fred's ashes. Caldwell got her 40 acres 
back. And Fred's death was what finally brought an end to his lawsuit with 
Bob and Margaret Askew. 

Stonewall Park died with Fred Schoonma.ker, and n1any believed he -wasted 
the last years of his life on an inlpossible pursuit. Rodney Sumpter and Stonl1Y 
Cald-well, however, were not among theln. "The idea of Stonewall should live on 
in all of us," Caldwell said. 

It's just too bad that the straight conuuluuty will never accept H. I don't 
think J frittered my time, I don't think I frittered 111y money. Maybe it was 
a lost cause, but it was a good dream." Sunlpter sakt liThe idea about a 
segregated comn1wuty UJaS a little far-out. Fred was trying to live with
out being persecuted in a state where sodomy was still outlawed. Every 
little thing like [the Stonewall venhlres] that got publicity, good or bad, let 
pcople know that gay people were there and we w,-mt to be trcated [fairly 
and equally], and we'll go so far as to have our own r town] sOlneplace in 
order to live Lmd be the people we want to be. This was how far son1ebody 
really felt they had to go to be con1fortable in that day and age. That's velY 
insigh tfu 1, 1 think. 84 
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New Acquisitions at the Nevada Historical Society 

NEVADA HISTORICAL SOCIETY STAFF 

MANUSCRIPTS 

Alnerican GaIning Archives 

In 2006, the Nevada Historical Society began receiving business records and 
artifacts to be included in the Alnerican Cm:ningArchives (AGAt a collection estab
lished for the purpose of preserving and lnaking available to researchers significant 
materials th.at dOCll1nent the histOIY of cOffilnercial gaJnbhng (ganling) in the United 
States. The ultilnate objective of the AGA is to create a comprehensive collection of 
essential gmning records and equipn1ent as well as to develop an electronic guide 
to both the lllaterials in the ACA collection and gaming history resources that exist 
elsewhere ill public or private repositories. 

Because of Nevada's pioneering and longstanding role in the development 
of cOllunercial galnbling in the United States, it was decided by the AGA over
seers that this state should be the hOITIe for its collection, and that the Nevada 
Historical Society and the Nevada State MUSCUll1/ Las Vegas, both of which have 
research libraries as well as museums, would be the most suitable institutions 
to hold the collection. 

The ACA was created and is currently directed by Howard W. Herz, a Minden 
resident who is a recognized authority on gmning collectibles and the evolution 
of casino gaming in Nevada. Since 2007, the AGA has concentrated on collecting 
records frOll1 the country's principal nlantl facturers of gaming equipITICnt and 
supplies. The result of this effort-has been thc acquisition of Inajor groups of 
records fro111 Mason and COlnpany, T. R. King, Hunt and Company (all donated 
by David D. Sarles ofWillimnsville, New York), and the Burt Conlpany (donated 
by Arthur P. Girard of Bay Harbor Island, Florkia, with the invaluable assistance 
of Jan1es Blanchard of Portland, Maine). Accompanying these records, which 
span the period of the 1920s to 1990s, are unique gaming artifacts, fro In chip 
dies, playing cards, and dice to casino furniture and antique cheating deviccs. 
Other substantial donations of gaming-related publications and casino artifacts 
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have been lnade by Howard Herz. At the present time, the focus of the collec
tion is expanding to include the acquisition of artifacts and records pertaining 
to slot machines and other mechanical and electronic ganling devices, as well 
as materials relating to casino advertising. 

It is expected that the growing AGA collection will cotll.plenlent the collec
tions of gaining-related publications, records, and artifacts already held by such 
Nevada institutions as the Nevada Historical Society, the Nevada State Museum, 
Las Vegas, the Nevada State Museum (Carson Cityt and the libraries of the 
University of Nevada! Las Vegas, and the University of Nevada, Reno. 

Black Springs COlnmunity Collection 

At least as early as the 1920s, the area north of Reno known as Black Springs 
was the site of a bar or roadhouse i.md other scattered buildings. By the late 1940s, 
when a post office was established, Black Springs had developed into a small nlral 
comnlunity of inexpensive homes, a library, and a few businesses that served local 
residents and travelers on U.S. Highway 395 who were driving between Reno and 
the nearby Reno Army Air Base-later Stead Air Force Base. (In the 19808, th.e Black 
Springs residential iuea was renalned Grand View Terrace by Washoe COlmty, but 
it is still nlost conl1nonly i.dentified by its older naIne.) 

During the early 1950s, the racial make-up of the predominantly white Black 
Springs cOlnrnunity began to change. The Reno real-estate and insurance agent 
John E. Sweatt purchased several parcels of land at Black Springs and started to 
sell lots at a fraction of what comparably sized parcels in Reno cost. In selling 
the lots to any buyers who could afford them, regardless of race, he allowed 
African Al11ericans who were unable to purchase homes in Reno! where dwell
ings were more expensive and most neighborhoods were unofficially racially 
restricted, to become homeowners. 

Black Springs grew into a racially diverse unincorporated settlement with a 
strong sense of cOlnnlunity, but with few services provided by Washoe County. 
The substantial! y black population worked deternlinedly to better the area, 
eventually forming an improvelnent association and acquiring a water COln

pany, fire station, church, paved streets, a park, cotnnlunity center, and other 
public amenities. 

Among the longtinle residents and ccnnlnunity leaders of Black Springs 
were Helen and Ollie Westbrook, who settled there in the mid 1950s. Fortu
nately for Nevada's historians, the Westbrooks saved a large and rich group 
of documents, photographs, and other 111aterials that record their activities 
and the development of the Black Springs neighborhood. We wish to thank 
their grariddaughtel~ Helen Townsell, for donating this iInportant collection 
to the Nevada Historical Society for preservation and use by present and fu
ture generations of researchers interested in the history of the unique Black 
Springs conl1nunity. 
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Patricia Shannon Papers 

In the sun-tmer of 1968, a Reno city park was constructed by volunteers in 
the space of two days. It was nalned Pat Baker Park, after the individual who 
came up with the idea for an "instant park" in a disadvantaged neighborhood 
of northeast Reno and who spearheaded the project. The story of the park's 
construction attracted national attention- even be cOIning the subject of one 
seglnent of the CBS News correspondent Charles Kuralt's popular "On the 
Road" television feature. Pat Baker Park became a model for similar community 
projects around the country. 

On the fortieth anniversary of the park's creation, Patricia Shalu10n (nee 
Baker) donated to the Nevada Historical Society a substantial collection of 
personal papers docLunenting the planning and building of the park. Contain
ing letters, newspaper clippings, photographs, and numerous park-colnmittee 
records, the collection documents the development of the park from conception 
and planning through the actual construction guring July 19-21, 1968. 

The donated materials have been preserved through the years by Shannon, 
who-as Pat Baker-was living in Reno in 1968 and working as assistant direc
tor of advertising and public relations at Sierra Pacific Power COlnpany. She 
now lnakes her home in Montana where, in 2002, she wrote a melnoir, Charles 
and Me, about her long relationship with Charles Kuralt, which developed after 
they met when he caIne to Reno to cover the "instant park" story. 

Reno Kindergarten Association Records 

A substantial group of records documenting one of Reno and northern Ne
vada's most significant early educational institutions, the school operated by 
the Reno Kindergarten Association, has been given to the society by the Washoe 
County School District. The donated materials contain minutes of association 
meetings, membership and subscription lists, and financial records from the 
period 1896, when the association was fonned, to 1923. Prominent alnong the 
participants in the organization were Elizabeth Babcock (the foundert Hannah 
K. Clapp, Abby A. Nichols (the first teacher hjred), Mary B. Fulton, Jean Hodg
kinson, Ella Stubbst Margaret Gulling, Alice Thoma, and Florence Church. 

We wish to thank not only the Washoe County School District for donating 
this iInportant collection, but also Dale Sanderson, the district's recently retired 
plant-facilities superintendent, for his assistance in maki11g the transfer of the 
records possible. 

ric Moody 
Curator of Manuscripts 
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LIBRARY 

The library recently recei ved a generous donation frOln Dick Tohnan, who is cur
rentlya docent at the Nevada Historical Society. Dick used a ScanPro 2000 while 
doing genea logy work in Philadelphia. The ScanPro 2000 is a microfilm reader that 
uses the latest in cutting-edge digital technology. He was very impressed by it and 
saw the need for a new Inicrofiln1 reader here at the NBS library. We are grateful 
that Dick purchased a ScanPro 2000 for the librCll)'t and we are now better able to 
serve our patrons. Thank you, Dick! 

The library also recently received a significant donation of Reno National Chmn
pionship Air Races memorabilia. This donation cOlnprises brochures/ posters, 
programs/ pins, and patches frcnn more than forty years of the Reno air races. There 
were many items included that we did not previously have. We are pleased to be 
able to add these wonderfullnaterials to the Nevada Historical Societis Reno Air 
Races collection. 

Michael Maher 
Librarian 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Anne Adams Heln1S has provided an important donation of carte-de-visite 
photographs frOITI. Carson City and Comstock studios, induding portraits of 
fan10us Nevadans. Note Ms. Helms's maiden name: How Inany people know 
that the wife of Ansel Adams, who was probably the most famous American 
photographer of the twentieth centurYI was a native of Carson City. Besides 
the early photographs, Ms. Helms, .Ansel Admlls's daughter, has donated a 
bound genealogy of the Adams famil y, which covers not anI y her father and 
Inother, but references other Nevada nan1es such as Barkley, Conlin, Mortonl 
Aymarl CroITIwell, and Brey. 

The collection includes photographs of the territorial governors James Nye 
and Isaac Roop, Robert Howard, and most important, our only portrait of Frank 
Ludlow, one of Carson City's earliest photographers. Robert Howland was 
the first and possibly toughest warden of wl1at was then the territorial prison 
at Carson City. SmTIuel Clemens described Howland as a gentle/ amiable little 
man, until crossed. On Howland's first day as warden, a new inmate and no-

Virginia City, Grant's visit C & C RT. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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tOrlOUS criminal refused to COIne out of his cell for the daily routine. Howland 
had a long bar of iron heated red hot and personally prodded the prisoner until 
a sublnissive attitude was aobtained. Our new acquisition is our first iInage 
of Howland as a young lnan. In his youth Howland was a n1iner and shared 
a cabin with Sallluel Clemens (Mark Twain) at Aurora in 1862. Unlike Twain, 
Howland succeeded in mining, be cOIning a superintendent at several mines 
and then a co-owner in at least two enterprises. 

Several original carte-de-visite scenes of the Comstock are also valuable 
additions, despite the small size and fading inherent to these earliest Nevada 
photographs. One is an original of the view of the Wells Fargo office in Virginia 
City by Lawrence and Houseworth of San Francisco. Previously, the society 
possessed only a copy of this famous irnage. Another card is a copy of Tilnothy 
O/Sullivan's famous 1863 photograph of the Gould and Curry Mill in Virginia 
City. It bears the logo of the Sutterley Brothers Studio on the back and thus 
could be the earliest known exalnple of photographic "theft" in Nevada. A third 
iTnage/ also fr0111 the Sutterley Studio, appears to depict Silver City, the smallest 
of the Comstock towns, and could be alnong the earlier known views. 

Lee P. Brumbaugh 
Curator of Photography 

Robert Howland, c1860s. Carte-de-visitc portrait, ablunlcn print, no studio mark. 
Robert Howland was friends with 5mnuel Clemens and became the first warden of the 
territorial prison at Carson City. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Self portrait by Carson City photographer, Frank Ludlow, c. 1867. Albumen print on 
carte-de-visite mount. (Nevada Historical Society) 

155 

Virginia City and Mount Davidson from the dumps of the Gould & Curry Mine, c. 1865. 
Copy pl;nt from the Oakland Tribune. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Socich)} 
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Curtis Shaft, Savage Mine, Virginia City, c. 1869. Tim. Photographer unknown. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 

Virginia City, Consolidated Virginia and California Hoisting Works (C & C),lniners in 
cage, c. 1890s. Photographer W11lian1 CaIU1. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Discovery of the COll1stock re-enach11ent for postcard . Photographer unknown. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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Piper's Opera House! exterior. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Wells, Fargo and Company Express Office, "c" Street, Vriginia Ctiy, c. 1860s. Copyrighted 
by Lawrence and Houseworth Shldio, San Francisco. Albumen print on carte-de-visite 
mount. Photographer unknown. (Ne:uada Historical Society) 
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Book Reviews 

A Can.dle in the Night: Basque Studies at the University of Nevada 1967-2007. 
Edited by Pedro J. Oiarzabal, with assistant editors Kathleen Coles and Allison 
Tracy (Reno: University of Nevada Oral History Program, 2007) 

"During the darkest day of the Franco era when we were denied our lan
guage, our culture, and our identity, we were consoled by the knowledge that 
an Alnerican university in Nevada had lit one small candle in the night," said 
Basque President Jose Antonio Ardanza on a trip to Reno in March of 1988. 

Fronl the title of the book to the edited interviews that follow, Pedro Oiarza
bal uses others' words~principally faculty, staff, and scholars- to chronjc1e 
the development of Basque Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno. Sifting 
through n10re than a thousand pages of transcripts, Oiarzabal shapes the in
terviews into a narrative that reveals the multidiInensional history of Basque 
Studies and its offspring, the Basque Studies Library, the Basque Book Series, 
and the University Studies Abroad Consortiun1. 

In this process Oiarzabal reveals n1uch n10re than a stale institutional history. 
Rather, the narrative cracks open a broad spectrum of issues including national
iSln, global migration, ethnic identity, transnational exchanges, organizations 
shaped by personalities, the importance of resilience, personal commitment, 
egos and extraordinary selflessness, and con 1m unity building. 

A Candle in the Night is the latest publication of the University of Nevada 
Oral History Program. As R. T. King, its director states, the oral history project 
"reaches a large non-acaden11c audience by publishing books and producing 
video docu111entaries based on selected parts of its work." This book largely 
succeeds in acconlplishing that goal. 

Oiarzabal divides the interviews into three sections. In part one, William 
Douglass, the only relnaining founder, chronicles the progralnf s inception in 
1967 through its elnergence as the leading national and international research 
and educational institute of Basque culture outside of the Basque Country. In 
part two, other contributors add their reflections as the Basque Studies pro
grmn evolved with the development of an extensive library, a series published 
by the university's press l and special projects that included the creation of a 
Basque-English dictionary. Finally, in the third part, the interviewees outline 
the creation and growth of the University Studies Abroad Consortium., one of 
the central offshoots of the Basque Studies program. 
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TIle book's greatest features also ll1njt it. Since stories are remelnbered 
differently by different people, each account presents only that one person's 
perspective. Without commentary, the discrepancies in any oral history lnay be 
overlooked by the reader. In addition, by allowing the story to be told through 
interviews, the reader is drawn into these narratives, yet is left to lnake con
clusions on his/her own. Oiarzabal edits but does not editorialize: A reader 
unfamiliar with the story lnay not be able to read between the lines. 

Although the book was published on the fortieth anniversary of the creation 
of Basque Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno, Oiarzabal accurately places 
it wi thin the broader context of mUliversaries celebrated. The year 2007 lnarked 
the fiftieth anniversary of the first edition of Sweet Promised Land, Robert Laxalt's 
award-winning book that chronicled the Basque imlnigrant life in the Alnerican 
West. This salne year also commemorated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
University Studies Abroad Consortium, which has grown into the second larg
est international programs consortium in the United States. 

While spin-off entities of Basque Studies are featured, the individual stories 
remain central to the creation of the Basque Studies program. Douglass, a 
non-Basque and native of Reno, offers the perspective of the founder and the 
longtime coordinator. The Basque Country-reared scholars Gorka A.ulestia, 
Joxe Mallea-Olaetxe, and Joseba Zulaika reveal how Basque Studies offered 
theln an opportunity as they contributed their exhaustive work. Linda White, 
Sandra Ott, and Jill Bernel~ all non-Basque employees of Basque Studies, offer 
yet another perspective to the institutional growth. These wornen all found 
their way to Basque Studies through unique routes and like Douglass played 
central roles in its development. Finally, Cannelo Urza, Marcelino Ugalde, and 
Kate Can1ino, all Basque Americans, reveal the legacy and the ever-broadening 
impact of Basque Shldies. 

Yet their narratives reveal a much larger story. People frolll lnany walks of 
life came together to acco111plish something nobody initially iInagined. From 
old-world Basques to people having no prior knowledge of Basques, this his
tory chronicles an Alnerican ethnic story. It tells of how an immigrant group 
attracted enough attention that an acadelnic progran1 with many offshoots 
grew up around it. In this process those involved with Basque Studies bui] t 
their own community while they also heavily influenced the very comnlunity 
they researched. 

John P. Bieter, Jr. 
Boise State University 
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Chican.a Leadership: The Frontiers Reader. Edited by Yolanda Flores Niemann, 
with Susan H. Armitage, Patricia Hart, and Karen Weathennon (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2002) 

Chicana Leadership consists of fifteen articles and a comprehensive introduc
tion mainly drawn fron1 Frontiers, a journal of women studies that published 
four special issues dedicated to Chicanas. The stated goal was to inform the 
public, including Chicanas, in order to raise critical consciousness and to fa
cilitate personal and collective empowennent. 

The principal editor, Yolanda Flores Nielumu1, crafts her introduction with 
skill and discipline. She infonns the reader what to expect within the monu
mental work. She identifies each of the fifteen articles and includes the essence 
of each in a sentence. For example, when describing Cordelia Candelaria's 
contribution with respect to La Malinche, she points to the origin and social 
construction of the label and its in1pact on conteJuporary Chicanas. Maxine 
Baca Zinn's contribution concerns itself with the cornbination of gender with 
ethnic identity. Essays on the nature of poetry and short stories, as well as 
on art perfonners, and literary activis111 follow Zinn, written by a variety of 
authors such as Roberta Fernandez, Yolanda Broyles-Gonzalez, and Margarita 
Cota-Cardenas. The Cota-Cardenas article is entitled liThe Faith of Activists,'f 
and uses poetry to address a wOlnan's perspective in two worlds. 

The nature of stereotypes continues to be challenged as Chicana diversity is 
addressed by Patricia Zavella, while the issue of lesbian identity is included in 
an article by AnnLouise Keating. Other contributors include the labor / social 
historians Sarah Deutsch and Antonia Castaneda, whose scholarly articles 
focus on the California and Colorado frontiers. Activisn1 and unionization are 
combined with the maintenance of traditional cultural patterns, while the latter 
articles focus on ilnn1igration, education and community. he purpose of this 
work was to break stereotypes of Mexican-American WOlnen and to exan1jne 
their roles as dynmnic leaders, activists, and scholars-and the purpose was 
accolnplished. 

The collected articles are substantive, infonnative, and well written. he 
lnethod of presentation is excellent. But for the person who is looking for a quick 
readf forget it. These articles will make a person think and exarnine relation
ships in an entirely new way. It will take some time to digest the lnaterials. In 
the process, the reader will find an enjoyable presentation of facts and history. 
The work starts off with the article by Cordelia Candelaria on Malinche and it 
is an excellent beginning, given the nature of the principal character. 

Professor Niemann ends the collection with an article of her own entitled 
"The Making of a Token," which is an excellent conclusion of this reader 
devoted to Chicana issues. She exalnines her first II four shaky years as an 
assistant professor." And her observations ring so true for minority faculty 
in American institutions. The institutional political games played with her 
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included an anonymous racist hate mail as well as her colleagues debating 
the value of a Mexican-Alnerican w'oman. I have shared those experiences as 
my own acaden11c career progressed through four decades and three states. 
Niemann concludes by warning faculty of the consequences of tokenism! rac
isn1.! stignlatizing, and stereotyping, as If These effects can be psychologically! 
physically, and professionally damaging." 

This particu 1ar work is useful in. that the articles can be taken out of the 
reader and used in various classroonl situations. The Candelaria article can 
be used when discussing the conquest of Mexico and the psychological impact 
of European conquest, while the Deutsch article can be used in a class on the 
Ainerican Southwest; other articles lend themselves to literahtre classes, phi
losophy courses/ and sociology courses. 

In sUlninary, this work is one that should be read and used by sociologists, 
historians, and acaden1.ics in all of the social sciences. And it is one that should 
be read by all genders. 

David A. Sandoval 
Colorado State University-Pueblo 

Contact: Mountain Clirnbing and Environmental Thirzking. By Jeffrey Mathes 
McCarthy, ed. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008) 

Adrenaline can be found in the pages of this recent, well-edited book by Jef
frey Mathes McCarthy that features n1.ountain-c1h,11bing narratives frOin around 
the world including tales of traverses in the Alps, Alaska, Greenland! Canada, 
Patagonia, Africa! Antarctica, Spain, Oregon, and Washington and, of course, that 
l11.ecca for cliInl1ers- Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada. Editor McCarthy, in a strong 
and readable introduction, discusses the evolution of din1.bing from conquest for 
queen and country in the eighteenth and nineteenth cenhtries to the idea of connec
tion with nature and G.u·etaking in the twenty-first cenhtry. 

He begins contact with an analysis of Thoreau/s clinlb up Mount Katahdin in 
New England (the subject ofms essay IfKtaadnlt)! where Thoreau loses his ego and 
merges wj th the vertical wilderness of the 1110lU1.tain. An unbalanced Thoreau states, 
II Who is this Titan that has possession of Ine? ... Contact! Contact! Who are we? Where 
are we?!' It is an appropriate metaphor for these tw'enty-three selected narratives 
whose authors range fr0111 John Muir and Gary Snyder to Yvon Chouinard, Arlene 
BlluTI, Mark Jenkins, and John DanieL 

The book is an excellent 111ix of climbing stories, harrowing epics on rock and ice, 
strong writing! vivid description, and inSight into the Inotivation behind some of 
the world's best climbers both lnale and female. The editor states, "This anthology 
is for clhnbers, outdoor lovers, and people involved with envirolunental issues/' 
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which may be true, but the lack of a glossary and the constant reference to technical 
climbing ten11S lilruts understanding by a lay audience. That said, the "clean climb
ing revolution," or not installing pitons, is fairly well articulated, and the evolution 
in c1ilnbing ethics is apparent in several essays as is the understanding of carbon 
footprints and the energy climbers expend to get to relTIote climbing locations. 

This book is about facing your fear. It's about intense concentration while flirting 
with death. tt's about that aching stretch to a fingerhold or toehold that just lrught 
not be there, and then that ecstatic1 life-affin11ing m01nent when the wind stops and 
you find a narrow shelf just below an open route to the summit. 

Contact excels with descriptions of endurance, decision making, teamwork (or 
the lack thereof), and nUlnbing exhaustion. Peter Metcalf writes in "Running on 
Empty," "This is already day nine of what we had thought would be a six-day alpine 
blitz. We are no longer in control of the situation. The best we can do is battle from 
a defensive stand" (p. 72). As weather deteriorates, equiplnent fails, and supplies 
run low, human reserves ebb. Facing frostbite and failure, Metcalf eerily recounts, 
II After the second pitch I no longer feel alone while descending. I sense the presence 
of another force or spirit- a fourth member with whonl I alTI in perfect contact. 
Perhaps dus is due to the feeling of detachlnent n1y still alert lrund has from my 
weary body" (p. 81). 

This Alaskan story is strangely relruniscent of John Muir's classic account of his 
solo ascent of Mount Ritter in the Sierra Nevada where he states, "After gaiIling a 
point about halfway to the top, I was suddenly brought to a dead stop, with arms 
outspread, clinging close to the face of the rock, unable to nlove hand or foot either 
up or down. My dooln appeared fixed .... But this terrible eclipse lasted only a ll10-

ment, when life blazed forth again with pretell1atural cleanless. T seelned suddenly 
to beC01lle possessed of a new sense. The other self, bygone experiences, Instinct, or 
GuardjanAngel--call it what you wilJ,-callle again, every rift and flaw in the rock 
was seen as tlu"ough a microscope, and my liInbs Inoved with a positiveness and 
precision with which I seenled to have nothing at all to do. Had I been born aloft 
with wings, my deliverance could not have been more complete" (p. 207). 

These mountaintop epiphanies are echoed in other essays in the book, and certain
ly Muir's experience in the Sierra helped create in him environmental consciousness 
ahead of his rune. McCarthy, a clilnber and cha.ir of an environmental studies and 
associate professor of English at Westminster College in Utah/ is correct to describe the 
InOtmtaineer Muir as "the grand fath.er of AInerican environmentalism." The tightest 
sections of the book focus on conquest and connection and the power of mountains 
and wilden1ess landscapes to alter, change, and Iluntether" mountain clilnbers who 
truly live in a world above us. Lynn Hill explains, "But that night as we fell 
asleep under the bright stars, we both felt a sense of completion-as though 
everything we had ever done had led us to this sUlnmit" (p. 197). Climbing as 
personal transcendence and intiulate connection with nature is indisputable, 
but as Terry Gifford later adds, "Clilnbing, as nluch as it briefly reconnects us 
personally with nature, is still environmental escapism/' (p. 219). 
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And that is where the section on caretaking, like a stretched rope or a broken 
cranlpon, seelns weakest. The editor did not discuss dead bodies and empty 
oxygen bottles littering Mount Everest or the major cleanup efforts ongoing 
in Nepal. There was no mention of garbage at popular rock-c1ilnbing sites in 
Yoselnite where, according to the Associated Press, in NovelTIber 2007, "vol
unteers packed out 900 pounds of abandoned rope, snack wrappers and toilet 
paper strewn around some ofYoselnite National Park's most cherished crags." 
Clean climbing lnay be a virtue, but so is the concept of Leave No Trace, which 
lneans leaving no trash at base camps and erecting no new cairns on surntnits 
in African national parks as described in the book. 

CO'ntact is an excellent alpinist anthology, an important book for a new, 
younger generation of climbers. An Outdoor Industry Association survey 
shows that the number of c1inibcrs grew from 7.5 lnillion to 9.2 million fronl 
2004 to 2005 with a whopping increase of 30 percent for those climbing artificial 
walls. Unfortunately, lnany of those indoor cliInbers think of the outdoors as 
just a dirty gynl. They know how to clilnb. What they need is a short course in 
environmental ethics. They want the adrenaline rush and the peak experience 
of higher, faster, stronger with the body in flow, to cite from Mihaly Csjkszent
D1ihalyi, but eventually alltTIountain climbers descend, and the exhilaration of 
personal achievement lnust be paired with htllnility and stewardship of those 
delicate alpine meadows, granite rock faces, and retreating glaciers. 

The Colorado Fourteencrs Initiative states, "Get out, get up, give back." 
Volunteers work on trail tTIaintenance, clean up routes, and help high alpine 
environtnents which are getting halnmered by weekend warriors bagging peaks. 
An expanded section on caretaking, including examples of serious stewardship 
with specific case studies of successful cooperative work projects, would have 
made Contact an even better book. 

Andrew Gulliford 
Fort Lewis College 

Famiglia e Cucina: Stories and Recipes from Northwestern Nevada's Italian
American Community. Edited by Mary A. Larson (Reno: University of Nevada 
Oral History Prograln, 2007) 

Squisito- often a reviewer Inay sUlnmarize a book in one word, usually a 
word such as rivetin.g, pedestrian, tedious, or even readable, but never delicious, 
either in English or Italian. Yet whoever reads Farniglia e Cucina , this lIS-page 
book whose title perfectly describes the contents, will almost certainly be
gin to taste the fresh, home-grown vegetablest especially the cloves of garlic 
chopped into fine, and sometimes not quite so fine, pieces; the freshly baked 
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Italian or French bread, the handIllade polpette (111eatballs) filled with the saIne 
spices nonna (grandlnother) used in Lucca, or was it Genoa/ or even that vil
lage near the Swiss border too slnal1 to appear on the ll1ap? Turning the pages, 
our reader will be transported in time and space to La cucina of a small hOlne 
owned by second-generation Italian Anlericans in the Reno area. There he will 
prepare una bag-na cauda- literally a hot bath in the Italian spoken in many 
areas of northern Italy in decades past- first putting oil, chopped garlic/ and 
anchovies into an electric frying pan with the heat set so low that it simmers 
as the flavors blend together, then cutting cauliflower/ mushroolns, zucchini, 
broccoli, artichokes, and carrots into bite-size pieces so that they may be added 
to the simlnering brew, followed by thin strips of steak and chicken, and also 
quite possibly scallops and shrimp. Unless our reader chooses to avoid alcohol, 
this feast Inay well be enjoyed with a glass or two of wine lnade fn.nn grapes 
grown in the backyard. 

Indeed, on ahnost every other page, one finds a recipe that makes appealing 
a second or third visit to Italy, with lnore tiIne passed in the restaurants and bars 
than in the museums and cathedrals. Of course, better yet would be invitations 
to dine with the Italian cousins of the men and WOluen wh.o contributed their 
recollections and recipes to the Oral History Progranl. While enjoying the de
scriptions of Inain dishes such as jl:lgioLe con salsicce (beans with sausage), ravioli, 
and gnocch.i, the readers who have-as does this reviewer- a sweet tooth/ will 
relish the recipes for biscotti with almonds or anise and the pan.ettone Pucci style 
as they are transported to one of the many pasticcerie (pastry shops) that bring 
so luany to Ita ly, again and again. This reviewer confesses to reca lling often the 
sweet delights of the Pasticceria Siciliana, located just a few luinutes frOll1 his 
room near the central train station in Rotne. 

Those who eat to live rather than live to eat will be pleased to find that the 
interviewees also provide examples of generally accepted principles of iIu
Inigration studies. Many recall that a sibling or cousin or uncle or even a close 
friend of their grandparents left the poverty of some village in northern Italy to 
seek a better life/ often in northern California, son1etitlleS in northern Nevada, 
and occasionally in other states; meeting there wi th SOlne relative success, he 
had urged family members and friends to join him. Then, after the grandpar
ents had achieved some modest success, they would encourage other relatives 
or friends fron1 their birth village to join thelu in Alnerica. This type of chain 
migration was quite C0111nl0n for ll10st of the European imlnigrant groups com
ing to America in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and certainly 
characterizes the great Inigration of Mexicans and other Latin Anlericans to the 
United States in recent decades. 

The interviewees provide further evidence that, for migrating Italians, part 
of the appeal of both northern California and northern Nevada was that if one 
did not strike it rich by luining gold or sil ver, one could find work and earn 
enough money to buy property; and, IUOSt important, they would plant the fruit 
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trees- cherry and fig were most popular- and establish the gardens with gar1ic, 
onions, eggplant/ and tomatoes that reminded the new arrivals in Alnerica of 
the positive aspects of life in Italy. Many of those interviewed vividly described 
how much they enjoyed the fresh fruit and vegetables. They recalled/ tOOl how 
their n1others, aunts, and sisters regarded the many hours spent preparing 
elaborate holiday meals as a pleasant social experience. 

Worth noting is that the ancestors of most of the Italian Alnericans interviewed 
for this book caIne froln northwestern Italy, and others from north central or 
northeastern areas. As about 80 percent of Italian Americans have ancestry in 
areas south of ROlne- Sicily, Calabria, and Canlpania being especially well 
represented- those who organized this oral history project contributed to a 
broadened understanding of both the Italian iInmigrant experience generally 
and, more specifically, the Italian-American experience in Nevada. 

Alan Balboni 
College of Southern Nevada 

Fuelfor Gnnoth: Water and Arizona's llrban Environment. By Douglas E. Kupel 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2003) 

Douglas E. Kupel challenges SOUle of the Inost prevailing assuillptions about 
western water history in his study Fuel for GrO'loth. In particular/ Kupel argues 
that western water "icons" Donald Worster and Marc Reisner have emphasized 
arguments that do not fit all regions in the An1erican West. In Arizona, for ex
an1ple, Kupel asserts that the state's water history has not been characterized 
by the conflict that has colored treatments of water history in other parts of the 
region. A water-rights attorney for the City of Phoenix, Kupd opts for what 
he calls a "more conservative approach " _ to define the construction of water 
infrastructure as but one of several important components of modern urban 
development. Arizona's urban 'water story, according to Kupel, c..i.iffers little 
fron1 that of nl0st American cities. It is the story of trying to provide water to 
n1eet the needs of present popUlations and of future growth. Donlination by 
a sInall group of water-policy elites or the all-bending force of aridity has little 
to do with Arizona's 11lunicipal story, according to Kupel. 

Fuel for Growth tells the story of Arizona's urban water developluent fronl 
the ancient Hohokanl culture to the present, with an emphasis on the cities of 
Phoenix, Tucson, and Flagstaff. Kupel's focus/ however, is on the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries as arid Arizona struggled to find and deliver an adequate 
water supply. Arizona's water systenl/ like that of other nearby western states/ 
was built from Spanish, Mexican, and American precedents. After major towns 
like Tucson/ Phoenix, and Flagstaff began to grow, water needs were nlet first 
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by individuals, then private cOlnpanies, and finally by the cities themselves as 
they took control of the water utilities by the early twentieth century. Following 
rnunicipal ownership, the question of how to expand and cope with growth 
becanie paranlount. Arizona ci ties, like the rest of the American West, benefitted 
frtnn an increasingly close relationship with both the Bureau of Reclmnation 
and other federal agencies. During the New Deal era, funds from the Recon
struction Finance Corporation and the Public Works Adtninistration helped 
finance expansion of city water systenls. Another strategy used by the cities 
was to continue to purchase small private water companies that still served 
areas adjacent to the cities. As the cities grew and annexed these areas, the 
nlunicipal water systems expanded as well. Kupel argues, as many scholars do 
(see notably Gerald Nash's several books on the twentieth-century West), that 
World War Tl inspired a "westward tilt// that brought Inoney and people to the 
American West, and provided sonle of the catalysts for full-scale reclalnation 
development. By the 1950s, Arizona had beCOlTle one of the fastest growing 
states in the nation. 

With tremendous urban growth, the stage was set for the Inost itnportant era 
of water-infrastructure development in Arizona. The Central Arizona Project 
(CAP), which in 1968 passed Congress as the Colorado River Basin Project Act, 
allowed Arizona to develop its entitlement to 2.8 nlillion acre-feet of water fronl 
the Colorado River. This controversial project, fought by the growing environ
Inental tnOvelnent, resisted by Indian tribes who feared danlage to their lands, 
and target of a budget-lninded President James E. Carter, ultiInately provided 
the basis for the state to Ineet the delnands of its grow'ing population. Gnne 
Dam on the Fort McDowell Indian Reservation was a part of the CAP planning 
targeted by Carter's budgetary axe. The CAP was significantly altered after its 
authorization in order to better meet Arizona's needs and the nlajor criticisnls 
of its opponents. 

Fuel for Growth is a solid, state-based analysis of how urban Arizona has 
coped with its water problems. However, it is so locally centered that many 
readers will likely tire learning about local land purchases for water plants, new 
intakes, and filtration-plant construction. Kupel also elnploys a rather tedious 
fonl1ulaic style of organization in which he introduces a chronological period; 
finds a few COll11non thelnes, and discusses how each applies to the Phoenix, 
Tucson, and Flagstaff urban situations. He does this for all fourteen chapters. 
Kupel also seelns to tread lightly around Arizona's Native American water 
situation. Indians play only a Ininor role in Fuel for Growth, even though their 
dire economic situation is clearly related to their inability to retain or reaHze 
what water and land resources they had. When the topic is discussed, Kupel 
argues that the relationships of groups like the Yavapai and Pima people to the 
demands of municipalities were rarely exploitative, but usually cooperative and 
mutually beneficial. Kupel maintains that federal actions during the 1930s (such 
as the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act) helped tribal leaders gain new 
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levels of sophistication in their relationships with other government entities. 
This is asserted by the authoi~ with little solid proof offered. 

As for KupeY s contention that his study does not conform to recent water 
historiographical trends associated with the Reisner-Worster School that are 
critical of western water-policy formulation, the author seenlS to be looking at 
a proverbial water glass that is always half ful1. By elnphasizing cOlnmunity 
infrastructure developn1ent, he is clearly over1ooking political conflicts that 
played out at the federal, state, and tribal levels. Kupel prefers to exalnine how 
each city confronted its water issues rather than telling the story of the political 
conflicts which shaped Arizona's water story, a tale that has played out in a land 
of water scarcity. Organized as it is, Fuel for Growth reads more like a parallel 
water history of the three cities and their unique water infrastructures. Heavy 
on technical details, Fuel for Growth will still be of interest to urban scholars of 
the West, but its over-all contribution to the debates alnong the nlajor schools 
of western A~m~erican water history are rather negligible. 

Steven C. Schu 1 te 
Mesa State College 

John Sutter: A Life on the North American Frontier. By Albert L. Hurtado (Nor
rnan: University of Oklaho111a Press, 2006) 

If you have ever wondered how John Sutter, well positioned to becOlne one 
of Alnerica' s ri chest 111en by nleans of his extensi ve holdings in the Sacranlento 
Valley at the beginning of the 1849 California Gold Rush, instead ended up 
petitioning the governnlent for inoney, Albert Hurtado provides the answer. 
Moreovei~ he provides it without the defects that he observes have flawed the 
previous eight biographies of Sutter: Insufficient referencing, inattention to 
Sutter's post-1848 life, and, worst of all, .fictionalizing. 

Hurtado begins John Sutter with a thorough dissection of his subject's char
acter traits, many already elnerging during his youth in Europe. Although 
Hurtado fully credits Sutter's positive qualities and achievements, he does not 
find it Iia hero's tale" (p. xiii). Johann August Sutter was a Swiss citizen born 
in a small Gernlan town in 1803, his father the foreman of a small paper Inill. 
Sutter was to far exceed the middle-class aspirations of his parents, despite lack 
of success in his early undertakings. Facing debtors' prison in 1834 and leaving 
behind his wife and five children, not to be reunited with thenl for many years, 
he embarked upon his western adventure. 

Tn a roundabout journey that also took hiln to the Sandwich Islands and 
Alaska, Sutter at last, in 1838, at age thirty-five, reached his destination, Cali
fornia. The region renlained under ]oose Mexican control, but a n1an of vision 
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could COlnmence building a vast empire centered on an adobe fortress in the 
Sacramento Valley. Lacking funds, Sutter's elnpire was in truth an empire of 
debt/ his usual practice being to pay each creditor something but never to settle 
in full. Oddly enough, this protected hin1 because, in the author's words/ "If 
his fortunes crun1bled, the wealth of Inany others would follow him into the 
dust" (p. 107). Hurtado lnanfully slashes his way through the dense thickets 
of Sutter's financial affairs, lnore successfully, it appears, than did Sutter, who 
"probably did not know the full extent of his obligations" (p. 297). The author's 
detailed knowledge of the California milieu, even including horse-branding 
practices, gives added authority to his theories about what transpired. 

John Marshall's discovery of gold in 1848 at Sutter's Millinight have been 
Sutter's salvation, but in fact it proved to be his undoing. A host of gold rush~ 
ers squatted on his Sacralnento lands, effectively dislnantling his empire, and 
unscrupuJous dealers pounced upon this easy target Hurtado calls "one of the 
poorest businesslnen in the history of capitalism" (p. xiii). His an11y of Indian 
workers largely deserted hhn, as did other elnployees. For a whjle he retreated to 
Hock Fann, a property farther north. In 1865, alulost destitute, he left California, 
never to return. Sutter died in Lititz, a slnall town in Pennsylvania, in 1880. 

Many early California pioneers relnenlbered hit11 kindly for his generosity and 
hospitality. When elnigrants becalne stranded in the Sierra Nevada (including 
a remnant of the Donner group), he sent relief parties to their rescue, welcomed 
hundreds of theln into his establishment, and helped them obtain land and 
passports, as well as inunediate necessities. "Solnetilnes Iny houses were full 
of elnigrants, so much so that I could scarcely find a place to sleep n1ysel£," he 
reminisced (p. 90). The Alnerican settlenlent he fostered undoubtedly influenced 
the easy Anlerican conquest of Mexican Califoniia. Readers interested in pioneer 
California will find ll1uch of value in this book/ as well as a cautionary tale on 
overextended credit with considerable relevance to present times. 

Sally Zanjani 
University of Nevada, Reno 
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